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ABSTRACT

The pwpose of this thesis was to perform the data analyses of holographic
interferograms, of an end-loaded cantilever beam, by using the digital image processing
to obtain three-dimensional displacement information. The holographic interferograms
analyzed in this work were generated by a previous researcher using double exposure
holographic interferometry. The resulting hologram shows macro-interference fringes on
the specimen surface. These macro-interference fringes show the optical path length
differences which result from the micro-deformation of a diffusely reflecting surface when
subjected to a low intensity load. The ability to record surface deformation is of interest
in this thesis and of particular interest is the possibility of analyzing three-dimensional
surface deformation. The specimen is a transparent cantilever bar, the surface and interior
plane of which is diffuse reflecting. The holograms were then reconstructed using digital
image processing. It is generally found that the interference fringes observed in the
reconstructed holographic images are inherently noisy. This noise may be suppressed
substantially by the application of "median filtering."

Also, to accurately locate the

center-line of the interference fringes, which is critical to determining the displacement
data, thresholding and gray level averaging were applied to the digitized images. After
locating the fringe center or fringe tracking, each fringe is assigned an order number. A
computer program which takes into account the geometry of the experimental set-up
permits the calculation of the 3-D displacement components. Comparison to the manual
fringe counting method shows that the semi-interactive method of the data analyses
presented in this thesis provides consistency and repeatability.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background
The plan behind this thesis was to render the data analyses of holographic
interferograms of an end-loaded cantilever beam, by using digital image processing to
obtain three-dimensional displacement information. The specimen in the hologram is a
transparent end-loaded cantilever bar, the surface and interior plane of which are diffusely
reflective. Diffuse reflectivity of the specimen allows the displacement analysis of the
surface and interior plane by double exposure holographic interferometry.

The

holographic interferograms analyzed in this work were generated by a previous researcher
[Winkenwerder 1992] by using double exposure holographic interferometry.
Reconstructed virtual images of the hologram display macro-interference fringes
appearing as alternate dark and bright fringes on the specimen surface. These macrointerference fringes indicate the optical path length differences which result either from
a variation of the refractive index along an optical path, or from the micro-deformation
of a diffusely reflecting surface when subjected to a low intensity load. Thus, one can
see that the interference fringes carry the object displacement information.
The virtual fringe images are recorded by either a photographic camera or a video
camera. No matter which camera used, it is generally found that the interference fringes
observed in the reconstructed holographic images are inherently noisy.

Noise is

characterized by erratic or false representation of some image points in terms of light
intensities or gray levels. The source of noise is primarily from laser speckle, microstructure of the object and the optical set-up parameters.

Noise removal from

photographic pictures is not possible, since every image point including the noisy points
recorded is permanent. Thus, for the data analyses by manually assigning fringe orders
to each fringe the problem of assigning fringe order to a false center is persistent, which
leads to inaccurate displacement values. On the other hand, an extra source of noise is
due to the video digitization process when an image is captured by a digital image
processing system. Noise in an image can be substantially reduced by a digital image
1
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processing function called "median filtering."

The use of a digital image processing

systems, also provides the scope for retrieval of the images at any time. By using the
digital image processing system for the data analyses, a semi-interactive procedure for
facilitating accurate determinination of the fringe center may be achieved. After removing
noise from the image. it can be processed by thresholding, sharpening, contrast
enhancement, etc., functions. Then by a pixel array based gray level averaging semiinteractive procedure, the fringe orders can be assigned to the correct fringe centerline.
The intention of this chapter is therefore to include a literature survey to put the present
work in perspective and also to mention about the purpose of the thesis.

1.2 Literature Survey
A literature survey was made with the intent to recognize previous significant
research in the areas of holography, holographic interferometry and the use of digital
image processing as it relates to applications in experimental mechanics. A dichotomy
is helpful for simplification of the survey.

First, the preliminary survey includes

holography, holographic interferometry, double exposure holographic interferometry
method. Secondly, the primary survey includes the use of digital image processing in
applications of experimental mechanics.
Beginning with the preliminary survey, Gabor must first be recognized as the
father of holography due to the earliest publication [1948] on the principles of
holography. In recognition of this achievement he was awarded the Nobel prize in 1971.
In 1962, Leith and Upatnieks were able to significantly improve holographic

imaging by effectively eliminating the effects of the "twin wave"

by their off-axis

holography teclmique. Figure 1.1 shows the off-axis holographic set-up by Leith and
Upatnieks. The laser beam is split into two parts. One part called the "reference beam"
goes straight to the recording medium. The other called the "object beam" illuminates
the diffuse reflecting object. The waves off the object go to the same recording medium.
The reference beam is made off-axis from the object beam with lens and mirror as shown
in Figure 1.1. Thus the laser and diffuse reflection holography off-axis teclmique [1964]
were employed to record diffuse reflecting three-dimensional objects with appreciable

3

Beam splitter

Shutter

Mirror

Figure 1.1:

Off Axis Holography Set-Up by Leith and Upameiks [1962]
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depth and parallax properties. Consequently, it became possible to describe a hologram
as a "window with a memory."
Then Powell and Stetson [1965] introduced one of the most important applications
of holography: holographic intetferometry. Interference fringes on the holograms were
observed.

Later Rogers [1966] devised the double exposure method to record two

holograms of the object on the same holographic plate. The formation and reconstruction
of hologram and the manual technique of fringe counting were put forward by Abramson
in 1969 derived from his holodiagram concept. From this, Abramson [ 1969] evaluated
one-dimensional displacement only as the ellipsoids foci were one point of observation
and one point of illumination. To obtain three components of displacement for the threedimensional evaluation, it is necessary to extend the ellipsoid method so that three points
of illumination and observation are obtained from three different set-ups.
In 1979, Schoenebeck used mirrors and a single holographic plate and a single setup to record three-dimensional displacement of an object by successfully extending
Abramson's ellipsoid concept. Thus, the tedious job of taking three holograms using
three holographic plates and three set-ups was put off as three points of illumination and
observation were provided by a single set-up and three holograms were recorded on a
single holographic plate. This method is called the "mirror method."
In 1990, Schoenebeck also determined three-dimensional displacement components
of a transparent object by making the inner plane of the object diffuse reflecting following
the principles of the mirror method and the ellipsoid method. This method is called the
"translucent method."
In the primary survey, let us first refer to Muller and Saackel [1979], who reponed
the use of TV technology combined with modem semiconductor technology to store
images electronically. It thus became possible to store image data in real time. This
stored video information had fast direct access by a digital computer. Thus, a kind of
interrace was developed. The advantage is that a large amount of data can be accessed
frequently and a computer connected to the store had direct access to the information of
every point of the image. In contrast to the analog stores used normally for TV pictures,
the picture with this method was static and available in digital form. The information

5

from every element of the picture or "pel," i.e., its gray level was stored in a 8-bit word.
Thus, theoretically 256 gray level can be derived.
In 1979. Muller and Saackel analyzed photoelastic fringe patterns by means of

image processing techniques. A video store was used to store the complete or full field
fringe pattern in digitized form in real time. A minicomputer had direct access to any
picture point in the store. The fringes were evaluated by specially developed software,
which used smoothing (averaging) to suppress erratic gray values or noise, histogram
analysis to determine image quality, thresholding to equalize nonuniform illumination of
the image frame and the boundaries of the model was determined by using a threshold
value. The use of the digital techniques to store and process the fringes to fmd their
centerline was also performed by Kries and Kreitlow in 1980.
In 1989, Chen and Taylor reponed the use of digital image processing techniques

to analyze holographic fringes. Only one image was analyzed by a menu-driven image
processing software functions to determine the centerline of the fringes and evaluated
displacements in one dimension only. The basic procedure included digitizing the fringe
pattern, specifying the object to be analyzed, preprocess to reduce noise, fringe order
assignment and evaluation of displacement in one dimension normal to the surface plane.
It is from the above survey of literatures and the available equipment at our hand, that
the purpose of this thesis is conceived.

1.3 Purpose of the Thesis
Hence, the purpose of this thesis was to perform the data analysis of holographic
interferograms, of an end-loaded cantilever beam, using digital image processing, to
obtain three-dimensional displacement information. The magnitude of the deformations
which are as small as fractions of the coherent wavelength of laser light are measured
with double exposure holographic interferometry.

This is specially helpful for

determining deformations of objects under low loading pressures.

Double exposure

holographic interferometry measures the optical path length differences which can arise
due to one, from variation of refractive index along an optical path; usually used for
testing transparent objects and two, from displacement of a diffusely reflecting surface
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resulting from a minute deformation due to a low loading pressure. The objects under
investigation are transparent cantilever bars with diffusely reflecting interior and surface
planes. The holograms were recorded with a pulsed ruby laser (A=693.4nm) and then
viewed with a continuous wave He-Ne laser (A= 632.8 nrn). The general experimental
set-up for holographic interferometry recording and reconstruction is given in Chapter IT.
The interference fringes observed in hologram images are inherently noisy because
of laser speckle, electronic devices used, microstructure of the objects and the optical setup. It is due to these noise terms manual fringe counting method cannot locate the fringe
centerline accurately.

This noise can be suppressed substantially by digital image

processing. Median filtering is used for this purpose. This is discussed in Chapters II
and Ill.
Basic image processmg methods like digital image storage, nmse reduction,
quantization as well as a number of image enhancement functions used are discussed in
Chapter Ill. Digital image processing software SVPCIP (EPIXTM) and SILICON VIDEO
(EPIXTM) hardware are used for this purpose. The image processing system is described
in Chapter Ill.
Fringe tracking means locating the centerline (i.e., maxima of the bright fringe and
minima of the dark fringe) of the interference fringes which contain the information of
the object deformation. Fringe tracking is done with the help of digital image processing
techniques. Digital image processing system (EPIXTM) is available for fast storage and
retrieval of the macro-interference fringe virtual images. A digital computer acts as an
interface to the system. Also the image processing system software provides the functions
for image processing operations. Three different set-ups for reconstruction are necessary
to capture each image straight in the video raster.

It is generally found that the

interference fringes observed in the reconstructed holographic images are inherently noisy.
This results principally from laser speckle, the micro-structure of the object and the
optical set-up parameters. An additional source is due to the video digitization process.
This noise may be suppressed substantially by application of digital image median

filtering. Also, to accurately locate the center-line of the interference fringes, which is
critical in determining the displacement data, thresholding and gray level averaging were

7

applied to the digitized images. By locating the fringe center or fringe tracking each
fringe is assigned an order number.

Then the displacement components in the three

dimensions are found by the program in Appendix B, written in the C language, which
takes into account the geometry of the experimental set-up. The holograms used in this
project used the "mirror method" and "translucent method" set-up as proposed by
Schoene beck using the basic principle of the "ellipsoid method" proposed by Abramson
[1969].

Both methods are discussed in Chapter IV.

The experimental results, data

analysis of the beam diffuse reflecting surface and interior plane are given in Chapter IV.
The related tables are provided in Appendix A. It can be seen that the data analysis
results from the combination of the seven steps shown in Figure 1.2. The displacement
components found are in good agreement with the theoretical values. Finally, a summary,
future recommendations and practical applications for the proposed method are presented
in Chapter V.
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CHAPTER II
HOLOGRAPHIC INTERFEROMETRY

2.1 Introduction
This chapter is an overview of the holographic process, general holographic
interferometry set-up using double exposure method, recording and reconstruction of
holograms in general, and the application of the image processing system m
reconstruction of the holograms. Basically. the holographic process can be termed as a
two-step process. The first step or the wave-front recording process is generally achieved
with the help of a ruby laser and the second step or the wave-front reconstruction process
is viewed by a continuous wave He-Ne laser.

2.2 Holographic Recording
The holographic recording process depends on the constant phase relationships
between the reference and object beams arriving at the holographic plate during the time
necessary for adequate exposure of the plate.

Figure 2.1 shows a holographic plate

exposed to the interference pattern produced by a diffuse reflecting object wavefront and
an undeformed reference wavefront. The record of the interference between the two sets
of wave fronts is the hologram itself. There are several practical aspects to be considered
for effective recording.

First, the coherence length of the laser must be determined.

Coherence length is defined as the distance over which the light energy pulses (photons)
remain substantially in phase [Saxby 1988]. To establish spatial coherency of the source,
the laser must be in lowest order or TEMoo (transverse electro-magnetic) mode. The

TEMoo

mode appears as a single dot or point of laser light and provides uniform

illumination.

Most gas lasers are designed to operate in this mode.

Usually the

coherence length of He-Ne laser is 30 em [Abramson 1981]. The degree of temporal
coherence can be expressed as a difference in optical paths. Temporal coherence is
defmed as the distance up to which all the photons in a light beam are of same frequency
[Saxby 1988]. The optical path length that is the reference beam path length and the
object beam path length is measured from the beam splitter (Figure 1.1). The object
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z

Reference wave

X

Holographic plate

Figure 2.1:

Holographic Plate Exposed by
Reference and Object wavefront
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beam path length and the reference beam path length must be more or less equal and the
difference must not exceed the temporal coherence length. Secondly, the beam ratio must
be known to set the exposure time. For a transmission hologram, this ratio usually varies
from 2:1 to 10:1.

2.3 Holographic Reconstruction
Wave front reconstruction occurs in the second step of the process. In this step,
the hologram is illuminated by the original reference beam from the same original angle
and position. This can be best explained by the diffraction grating theory. The hologram
itself is a diffraction grating which, when illuminated by the reference beam, diffracts
light in such a manner as if the object beam were coming from the object. 1bis process
is generally termed as the wave-front reconstruction process.
When a monochromatic beam of light passes through a diffraction grating some
of the light goes straight through (the zero order), some light is bent through an angle (the
first order), some is bent through a greater angle (the second order) and so on. Figure
2.2.a shows the zero-order and the flrst-order beams. The zero order and the first order
are usually much stronger than the others and by having the reference beam arrive from
a fairly oblique angle, other orders are denied an existence [Saxby 1988]. By having the
reference beam well off-axis (as shown in Figure 2.2.b) with the help of a beam-splitter,
the zero order of the reference beam in reconstruction passes well clear of the observer
thus providing a clearer view of the reconstructed image, the first order diffraction. The
angle through which the first order is bent on diffraction depends on the grating fringe
spacing. The angle increases as the fringe spacing decreases and vice versa.
holographic image thus obtained is usually called a virtual image.

The

1bis is a three-

dimensional image with parallax effect intact. There is also an image obtained when the
emulsion side is rotated 180o with the reference beam and viewing at their original
setting; this image is called the "real image" and it has reverse parallax. Generally, the
holographic reconstruction process uses a He-Ne laser.
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2.4 General Experimental Set-up for Double Exposure
Holographic Interferometry Recording
The general set-up for double exposure holographic interferometry recording is
shown in Figure 2.3. For recording a solid state laser is generally used. The laser (fabryperot) resonator operates in the TEMoo (transverse electro-magnetic) mode and the output
power can be adjusted, depending on the necessary exposure time.
The laser beam is separated into two parts by the beam splitter. A beam splitter
is used so that the reference to object beam ratio is maintained. The object beam is
reflected by the mirror M 1 and then is expanded by the beam expander L 1 which,
illuminates the diffuse reflecting object surface or interior plane of interest, which after
reflection falls on the holographic plates. The reference beam is reflected by a mirror Mz
and then expanded by the beam expander L.z and ultimately lands on the same holographic
plate. The stable primary interference fringes are formed in the holographic plate due to
the interference of the object beam and the reference beam. Thus the information of the
object in the undeformed state is recorded.
The object is then slightly deformed by using a small static load before the second
pulse is generated from the laser. Usually a delay between the two pulses is allowed.
In the same manner as described, primary fringes with the information of the deformed

object is recorded on the holographic plate. The interference of two primary fringes give
rise to a secondary set of interference fringes or macro-interference fringes on the object
surface plane. The exposed holographic plates are then developed by the developer and
the rapid fixer.

The general set-up outlined in this section are used only for 1-D

displacements cases. Additional mirrors are used to get the full field 3-D displacements.

2.5 General Set-Up and Procedure for Double Exposure
Holographic Interferometry Reconstruction
One can use the same general set up as shown in Figure 2.3, with a stop put in
the path of the object beam so that the reference beam illuminates the holographic plate
from the same position and angle of the reference beam.

...
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2.6 General Procedure for Reconstruction of Holograms
Using an Image Processing System
The general procedure of reconstruction of holograms by an image processing
system is described in this section. Figure 2.4 shows the general experimental setup. For
reconstructing the holographic macro-interference fringe image, a continuous wavelength
helium-neon laser is generally used. First, the hologram is fixed in a plate holder. The
narrow beam of laser light is then expanded by a beam expander (usually a plano-concave
lens). The laser light, after expanding through the beam expander, illuminates the full
extent of the hologram, from the same angle of incidence as the reference beam was used
to record the holograms. Generally, a solid state video camera is used for capturing the
holographic reconstructed wavefronts (the virtual image) with the help of a digital image
processing system.

A digital image processing system is an assemble of standard

hardware and software for enabling digitization, storage, transmission and preprocessing
of the input image. The input images are the reconstructed virtual holographic macrointerference fringe images obtained from double exposure holograms. The input image
is captured by a solid state video camera, the video image after going through the
digitization process can be stored in a digital memory device. Once the image has been
stored in a memory device, it can be retrieved for subsequent processing or display.
Digitization process adds noise to the input digital image. The noisy holographic fringe
images undergo digital filtering. The resulting fmal output image has the noise portion
substantially suppressed. The output digital image can be interactively subjected to image
processing functions such as histogram analysis, thresholding, windowing, median filtering
etc. A single holographic plate contains the record of three views of the object in three
different planes or in other words, three holograms of the same object. It is necessary to
focus each view of the object separately by the solid-state video camera Focusing must
be such that both the image fringes and the object are concurrently visible. The mirror
images of the object are originally inclined in the hologram, but for image processing
operations to be performed on it requires that the images be focussed such that it is
straight in the television monitor.
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The vinual image is displayed on a super fine pitch television monitor and the image
printout can be obtained instantaneously by a video copy processor.
In shon, the image processing hardware system allows the digitization of an

analog picture by the solid state video camera. The hardware can be accessed by a digital
computer and the video camera.

Usually image processing software installed in the

computer hard disk is used for all image processing functions. The personal computer
system directs and regulates all image processing operations interactively.

2.7 Summary
In this chapter the general experimental set-up for holographic recording and

reconstruction of holograms have been described for double exposure holographic
interferometry.

Also, a general procedure of reconstructing a holographic macro-

interference fringe image is described using a digital image processing system.

CHAPTER III
THE EXPERIM:ENTAL SET-UP AND
DIGITAL IMAGE PROCESSING

3.1 Introduction
The aim of this chapter is to give the specific set-up geometry for both the mirror
and translucent methods for out-of-plane and in-plane displacement analysis.
cantilever beam set-up is also given.

The

An overview of the digital image processing

software associated interactive image processing functions used in this project is also
included. In addition. basic image processing techniques like digital image storage, noise
reduction, quantization and a number of image enhancement functions are discussed in
this chapter.

3.2 Double Exposure Holographic Interferometry
Set-Up: Mirror Method
The holograms used for data analyses were obtained from the set-up shown in
Figure 3.1 [Winkenwerder 1992]. The set-up was used for double exposure holographic
interferometry recording. Figure 3.1 shows the top view of the set-up. The origin of the
coordinate system is shown (Figure 3.1) in the middle of the specimen. The resulting
coordinates for the points of illumination and the points of observation are obtained
relative to the coordinate origin as shown. The object and the two additional mirrors
placed near the object, are positioned such that, the reference beam path length measured
from the beam splitter, is equal to the object beam path length, also measured from the
beam splitter (Figure 3.1). This set-up also allows the object and the mirror images of
the object to be viewed through the holographic plate.

3.3 Double Exposure Holographic lnterferometrv
Set-Up: Translucent Method
The same set-up (Figure 3.1) was used for the translucent method. The set-up
permits the evaluation of three-dimensional deformations of a diffuse reflecting plane in
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the interior of the transparent object. For data analyses by the translucent method, it is
necessary to perform the required coordinate projection of the points of illumination and
the points of observation. The evaluation of the translucent method is made from image
2 (Figure 4.25).

3.4 The Cantilever Beam Set-Up
The cantilever object [Winkenwerder 1992] used in this project 1s made of
Polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA, Plexiglass™) bars as shown in Figure 3.2. Both the
surface plane and interior were made diffuse reflecting. The surface plane was made
diffuse reflecting by painting it with a non-glossy white lacquer and the interior plane was
made diffuse reflecting by placing Ti02 (titanium oxide) crystals between the planes and
then chemically welding the two PMMA bars with

C~C~

(methylene chloride). The

material properties of the specimen are
Modulus of elasticity, E=2900 N/mm 2
Refractive index, n = 1.48 .
The specimen under test by double exposure holographic interferometry is
minutely loaded to cause deformation amplitudes in the range of the wavelength of laser
light.

The end-loading is of simple bending type and the direction of the foreseen

deformation is in the positive X-direction as shown in Figure 3.2.
For the out-of-plane displacement analysis by the mirror method, a load of 1.517N
is applied at the top of the specimen in the positive X -direction using a string and weights
as shown in Figure 3 .2.
Also for the in-plane displacement analysis by the translucent method, the same
load of 1.517N is applied at the top of the beam specimen in the positive X -direction
using a string and weights.
The total length of the beam is 360 mm. The beam specimen was (Figure 3.2)
tightly and rigidly fixed using a machine flXture from the bottom 60mm. Thus, the free
length of the beam is 300 mm.

The beam dimension is shown in Figure 3.2. It is

covered with grids (Figure 3.2) to facilitate identifying the same point of interest in the
mirror images.
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3.5 The Digital Image Processing System
Digital image processing is defmed as a processing tool to obtain the output
processed image by operating on the input image or sequence of input images according
to the requirement using digital computers. A digital image processing system as shown
in Figure 3.3 is an assemble of standard hardware and software for enabling digitization,
storage, transmission and preprocessing of the input image. The input image is captured
by a CCD video camera, the video image after going through the analog -to-digital
conversion can be stored in a digital memory device. Once the image has been stored in
a memory device, it can be retrieved for subsequent processing and display. The image
store is an interface between the personal computer and the internal image processor
(Figure 3.3). The output image is seen in the video monitor after processing using
standard video formats. In our case, the input images are the virtual holographic fringe
images obtained from double exposure holograms. The input virtual holographic fringe
image is captured by a solid state CCD camera and then digitized. Digitization process
adds noise to the input digital image. The noisy holographic fringe images must undergo
digital filtering;

resulting the fmal output image with the noise ponion substantially

suppressed. The output digital image can be interactively subjected to image processing
functions such as histogram analysis, thresholding, windowing, median flltering, etc. The
digital computer system directs and regulates all image processing operations interactively.

3.6 Image Processing Fundamentals
Image processing can be broadly classified into two main pans: optical image
processing and electrical image processing [Baxes 1984]. Optical image processing uses
optics to process the input image for the required output image, e.g., the use of a
magnifying glass. And electrical image processing uses either analog signals or digital
values to modify the input image as required. An example of an analog image processing
is the use of the contrast or brighmess knob of the television set for a soothing view.
Figure 3.4 shows different branches of image processing.
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3.6.1 Digital Image Formation
It is essential to have the input images in digital form before applying digital
image processing.

Digitization is accomplished by spatial sampling and quantization

process. At first the CCD camera, which is an imaging device consisting of an array of
photosensitive capacitors or sensors, converts the energy signals obtained from the object
to be imaged into

electrical voltage signals.

This conversion of light energy into

electrical voltage signals is simply referred to as scanning or spatial sampling. It is noted
here that the array of sensors cover the spatial extent (full field) of the object to be
imaged. The image formed by sampling the output voltage signals in a preset order (at
predetermined grid locations) is known as scanning. In shon, the conversion of energy
signals from the object to electrical voltage signals is the analog image formation process.
The resolution of the analog image depends on the closeness of the array sensors
in the CCD camera. Spatial sampling can be thought of as overlaying a discrete grid on
the image as shown in Figure 3 .5.
The quantization process is known as the analog-to-digital conversion process. In
this process, a binary number is assigned to each output voltage signal sampled or
scanned by the array sensors at each spatial location of the analog image as shown in
Figure 3.5. Thus the digital image formed is defmed as a matrix of positive integers.
Each picture element or matrix element is called a "pixel" or "pel." The value associated
with the pixel is called the "gray value" representing the intensity of the analog signal in
the digital form at that particular point. The range of the gray value depends on the
number of bits used in the representation of the digital number. The number of levels in
the quantizer is represented as a multiple of 2, for computer process. If the number of
levels are given by k, then number of digital values (N) or gray values are
N

=

2k

where k =number o:f bi r::.s.

if, k

=

=

28

then, N

8

= 256.
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The error in quantization process is called quantization error. It is due to the lack
of proper representation by a digital value of an output voltage during the quantization
process. It has been noted that by using 8-bits per pixel (256 gray levels) the quantization
error is not detected by human vision perception [Pratt 1978].
It is noted here that an image may be distorted if it is over or undersampled. The
sampling rate is usually given as pixels/em and can also be defined as the total number
of pixels needed to represent the digital image, i.e., the sampling grid size or the
resolution of the image.

The resolution of a digital image defmes how well is the

representation when compared to the original. The lowest sampling rate by which one
can sample every detail of an image is given by Nyquist sampling theorem which states
that the sampling rate must be twice the highest possible detail one expects to image in
the object. The error in sampling rate is known as aliasing error. Usually aliasing error
is not a problem if a resolution of 64X64 is used.
Thus the digital image representation depends on the sampling rate, number of
levels in the quantizer. Typical resolutions are 64X64, 128X128, 256X256, 512X512,
1024X1024 and up. The system we have used has a resolution of 752X480.

3.6.2 Image Display
After digital image processing the image is displayed again in analog form in a
television monitor as shown in Figure 3.6. Image display can be thought of as a reverse
operation of digital image formation. In this case, the digital image, after digital-toanalog conversion are sampled and then scanned on to a CRT. The sampled magnitudes
are then proportionally displayed as an array of closely spaced small light spot intensities.

3.6.3 Noise
Noise in an input digital image can be characterized by the false intensity or
erratic gray values at some image points due to sensor nonlinearity, laser speckle and
microstructure of the object. Since we are dealing with diffusely reflecting surfaces and
coherent light, speckle occur. This noise is called "speckle noise" and identifies with high
spatial frequency at that particular point [Collier 1971]. Furthermore, dust particles in the
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optical paths produce spurious diffraction patterns having the same density as holographic
fringe patterns. The surface may be of variable reflectivity. Geometric errors due to
oblique observation or imperfect set-up of optics may occur. It is obvious that before
image processing noises must be removed for proper fringe order assignment of the
holographic macro-interference fringes.

3.6.4 Digital Image Processing Operations
Digital image processing operations can be classified into three categories: image
enhancement, image analysis and image coding.

Again image enhancement can be

subdivided into two divisions; one is contrast enhancement and the other spatial
enhancement. Figure 3.7 shows the digital image processing classification.
Contrast enhancement deals with the brightness distribution within an image. A
high contrast image manifest itself by dark black and bright white gray levels. On the
other hand, a low contrast image has a washed-out look, i.e., middle gray values are
prominent.
The ultimate goal of contrast enhancement, in our case is to make some hidden
aspects of the holographic image clearer. Spatial enhancement operation deals in altering
spatial qualities of an image to extract the object feature. In an image of an object, detail
areas may be blurred, thus edges determining the object shape may not be pronounced,
spatial enhancement operation is useful in such cases.
Image coding, i.e., image storage and transmission operations are taken care of by
the hardware of the system. Coding images into reduced form allows either more image
data to be stored in a definite amount of storage area or more images can be read out
from that area.
If the entire image frame is processed, it is called frame process, generally the

term image process is also used. All the image processing operations may be said to be
implemented through the use of frame process. The operation used on image frame for
contrast enhancements and spatial enhancements are called point process and group
process respectively.
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Contrast enhancement operation applied to a single image frame is called the
single image process and when applied to multiple image frames it is called the dual
rmage process.
Image analysis operation 1s generally used before the image enhancement
operations. By image analysis operation the numerical or graphical information contained
in the image can be represented.

There are two ways of representation of this

information, one is histogramming and the other is the pixel array gray values. Figure
3.8.a shows a typical histogram and 3.8.b shows a pixel array. Histogram analysis is an
image analysis operation which, when applied, tells whether the image is dark or light in
contrast. It serves as a tool to apply contrast enhancement according to requirement.

A

histogram in this case is defmed for the number of pixels containing a particular gray
level. Low contrast images are identified from the histograms showing pixels having a
small dynamic range of the gray scale, i.e., it occupies a small region of the gray scale.
On the other hand, a high contrast image occupies the full gray scale in the histogram
with two peaks at the outer regions of the gray level scale, this is also known as a
bimodal histogram. Figure 3.9.a shows a low contrast histogram and 3.9.b shows a high
contrast histogram.
Typical histogram manipulation operations include histogram sliding and
stretching. Figure 3.10 shows a low contrast image and its histogram. Histogram sliding
operation is achieved (Figure 3.11) by the addition or subtraction of a constant gray value
to all the pixels in the input image, provided the highest gray value in the output image
does not go beyond the gray level scale. By this sliding operation, the input image can
be darkened or brightened as desired. Figure 3.11 shows a histogram sliding operation.
The image after histogram slide is darker as shown in Figure 3 .11.c. This is because a
gray value of 60 is subtracted from all the pixels in the original histogram.
Histogram stretching operation (Figure 3.12) is achieved by the multiplication of
all the pixels in the input image by a constant value, such that the output image has a
high dynamic range, i.e., it occupies all levels in the gray scale. Figure 3.12 shows a
histogram stretching operation. It is to be noted that the multiplicative constant should
be such that the lowest or highest gray value in the output image does not go beyond the
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gray level scale (Figure 3.12.a). Also noted is that only half of the gray levels are
actually used in a histogram stretching operation. By this stretching operation the contrast
of the input image can be manipulated. Figure 3.12.c shows the image after strech.
A particular gray value. determined from the histogram of an image can be
assigned to all the pixels having gray values lying above or below that particular gray
value. The particular gray value is called threshold value. Thresholding can often be
used to find imponant regions in an image.

Thresholding is particularly useful in

holographic fringe analysis. By the thresholding operation bright dark fringes can be
distinguished from feebly white fringes. If the threshold is set too low, then many edge
points will be missed. H it is set too high then many false edge points will be obtained
due to the inherent noise in the image.

3.6.5 Point versus Group Processing
and Spatial Frequency
In pixel point processing, each discrete pixel

IS

manipulated disregarding

information content of the neighboring pixels, e.g., histogram analysis is a point process.
All contrast enhancement operations based on histogram analysis are pixel point
operations. These operations process one pixel at a time by revising the pixel value based
on its gray level value, not by its location in the pixel matrix. Point operations are
performed to enhance the image or to coerce a special shape to the histogram of the
image. Usually pixel point operations are the initial operations.
In group processing, the adjoining pixels provide the information concerning the

gray value trends in a spatial area. The term spatial frequency is identified with pixel
group processing relating the gray value tendencies in a spatial region. Spatial frequency
is defined as rate of change of gray values and its function is

to

describe the two-

dimensional frequency of an image. Figure 3.13.a and 3.13.b show the variation of gray
values along a particular horizontal line and a venicalline of an image. An image is said
to be composed of many basic frequency subcomponents. High spatial frequency is
notable by the rapid changes in gray values, while low spatial frequency is identified by
the slow change of gray values in a small spatial region. In this context, it is noted that
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the holographic interference fringe images are characterized by high spatial frequency
content. Also high spatial frequency exists near edges where transition from white to
black or black to white occur within one pixel distance.

3.6.6 Spatial Filtering
It is possible to generate images that accentuates or minimize spatial frequency
components by a group process known as spatial filtering. Spatial filters are generally
classified as, one, high pass filter and two, low pass filter. Spatial filtering is carried out
by spatial convolution. Spatial convolution is a mathematical function that implements
group process. Convolution operation can be intuitively described as moving a little
image over a big image. It is a process of inspecting the pixels in a particular region of
the image, termed as the window region and determining some type of mathematical
function obtained from the pixels in the window. After the operation is performed, the
outcome of the computation is placed in the center pixel of the window. Figure 3.14
shows a 3x3 window extracted from the larger image, each pixel in the window are
labeled b 1, b2 , .•. , b9. These pixel values are used to calculate a new pixel value b5 ' for
the center pixel b5 • The window is then moved across another center pixel until all the
pixels in the original input image has been processed. Let us describe the average or
smoothing operation, which tends to blur edge structures in an image. Let b 5 ' be the new
pixel value that will replace b5 in the original image by using the function
i•9

b's

=L

~i.bi

( 3. 1)

i•:..

As shown in Figure 3.14, the array of ~i weight coefficients is called a convolution mask
or template. These coefficients are called convolution coefficients and are real numbers
(positive or negative).
By changing the coefficient values one can perform high pass filtering, low pass
filtering, averaging and edge enhancement operations.
convolution operator or linear window operator.

Equation 3.1 is known as
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Research in image processing has yielded a variety of convolution masks. A
common low pass filter can be obtained by using the following convolution mask in
Equation 3.2.

-1
9

,

9

...

~

9

1
9
1
9
1
9

-1

9
-91
1

( 3. 2)

-9

This is also commonly known as smoothing or averaging. This mask has the effect of
passing or leaving untouched low spatial frequency components where as high spatial
frequency components are attenuated, the result left behind is a blurred image. Two
aspects of this filter are evident: first, all the coefficients add up to 1, and second, all the
coefficients are positive integers. Thus, as the mask moves over all the pixels in a high
frequency area, the pixels are replaced by their group averages., producing an output
image that removes high frequency details. The visual effect is that of "blurring," i.e.,
areas where gray values change slowly are left untouched where as fast changing areas
gray values get averaged.
A common example of a high pass filter is given by the following convolution
mask.
-1 -1 -1

-1

( 3. 3)

9 -1

-1 -1 -1

Two aspects of this mask are evident.

First, the center coefficient is a large

positive integer and all the neighboring coefficients are equal small negative integer.
Secondly, the summation of all the coefficients add up to 1. This mask has the effect of
emphasizing high frequency components while leaving low frequency components
untouched. Thus, in the case holographic fringes, the edges are accentuated.
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Let us give some examples of convolution masks for edge detection. Among these
we used the mask 3.4.a also known as the Laplacian convolution operator or the sharpen
function in this project when required. This is also one kind of a high pass filter.
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-1

0

0

(3. 5)

(c)

3.6.7 Median Filtering
This is a non-linear window operation and hence it cannot be termed a convolution
operation. This is used in our project to remove noise from the input image and at the
same time preserve the edge structure. Let us give an illustration of how the median
filtering works. Figure 3.15 shows a window with pixel values. In median filtering these
pixel values are arranged in descending order and the median is given the new center
pixel value b5 '.

3.7 Silicon Video Image Processing Hardware
Silicon Video hardware (EPl.)(Thi) is used in conjunction with a digital computer
for digital image processing. The digitized and processed image is displayed by a black
and white or RGB monitor. Digitization is performed by a video camera (CCD camera)
from 1-30 frames per second. The processing of the image data is done by a digital
computer. After digitization, the video image is displayed at 8-bits per pixel, this allows
each pixel to have a gray value range from 0-255.
This hardware can store up to 1MB of image memory for multiple image storage.
Maximum resolution is 752 x 480. The hardware allows variable sampling and uses a
conventional dynamic random access memory to minimize the cost of memory space. It
is provided with a dual-ported image memory for accessing the personal computer and
the video.
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The sampling and display of image pixels are controlled by a micro-sequencer.
This allows a continuous tone image or a portion of that image to be digitized and
displayed in the same raster.

3.8 Digital Image Processing Software : SVPCIP (EPIX™)
This is an digital image processing software. It can perform image processing
operations on a single image as well as on two images. Point process as well as group
processes are implemented by it. Point process operations include bit-strip, histogram,
threshold, exclusive-or, contrast stretch, reduction, print, half-tone and dither. In the
group process, a 3x3, 7x7, 9x9 convolution templates can be used according to user
requirement and specification. All the image processes can be performed either on the
whole image or on portion of the image specifying the area of interest using an interactive
window or coordinates. It is also possible to write a maximum of 25 lines of text on any
stored image. For easy operation of this image processing software, an interactive batch
flle containing all the commands to run the program (executable file) was created in the
user's directory.

3.9 Summary
In summary, this chapter details the actual set-up geometry both by the "mirror"

and the "translucent" method for three dimensional displacement analysis. The set-up of
the cantilever beam and the definition of the coordinate system is also provided. An
introductory explanation with an overview of digital image processing fundamentals and
principal functions used primarily for this project are included.

CHAPTER IV

DATA ANALYSES AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
BASED ON THEORETICAL FORMULATION

4.1 Introduction
Although the principal purpose of this chapter is to present the data analyses, a
review of the theoretical derivations used for the analyses are also included at the
beginning. The data analyses are done by a digital computer. The procedure determines
the fringe centerline by a fringe tracking method by using the digital image processing
system Sll.JCON VIDEO (EPIX™) and SVPCIP (EPIX™) software.
The theoretical derivations for the determination of the three-dimensional
displacement components of the beam surface plane and the beam interior plane are
respectively adapted from Schoenebeck's "mirror" method [1979] and the "translucent"
method [1990]. To obtain the three-dimensional displacement components by using the
theoretical derivations, the fringe-order numbers must be determined.

Fringe order

numbers are determined by an on-line fringe tracking method. The fringe tracking is
done on the hologram interference images representing a transparent cantilever bar
subjected to a minute static load at the top free end.
After determining the fringe centers of the dark fringes, the corrected fringe-order
number is interpolated to the selected grid points of the transparent object, where the
three-dimensional displacement components are found by using the computer code given
in Appendix B. The determined displacement values are compared to the theoretically
determined and with those obtained by the manual counting method [Winkenwerder
1992].

4.2 Quantitative Analysis of Holographic Fringes
Presently, demands for high accuracy, resolution and sensivity have been met by
a number of methods for the quantitative evaluation of the fringe patterns.
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These are the following:
(i)

manual fringe counting method;

(ii)

fringe tracking method;

(iii)

heterodyne technique;

(iv)

sandwich holography technique;

(v)
(vi)

phase-stepping method; and
Fourier transform method.

Of the above techniques, the first two pertinent techniques are briefly discussed
here. In this project, a fringe tracking method is used based on gray level resolution with
the help of digital image processing. This method is much faster, because every pixel in
the image can be accessed by a digital computer, accurate, because every pixel can be
retrieved accurately again and again representing the same gray value with the erratic
noise suppressed, and less tedious than the previous manual fringe counting method
because of the semi-interactive narure of the method.

4.2.1 Manual Fringe Counting Method
This basic technique has been described to correlate the fringes with the physical

phenomena involved which may be a displacement, rotation or translation. In our case
it is a simple bending case. According to Abramson [1969], each bright fringe is given
an integer number, starting with first bright fringe which is assigned "0." Some experience
is needed to determine which bright fringe should be assigned this number, depending on
the narure of the physical phenomena it undergoes.
In the present bending case the first bright fringe near the fixrure is assigned that

number because the object under investigation is rigidly held near that point. On the
other hand. the dark fringes are given half numbers between each bright fringe. It must
be noted here that the bright fringe represents the displaced position and the dark fringe
represents the undisplaced position. The successive fringes represent the phase of the
object beam relative to that of the reference beam in coded form.
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From a hologram the following information can be perceived:
(i)

the spatial frequencies of the fringe pattern;

(ii)

relative amplitude transmittance or reflectance obtained from the
relative brightness of the fringes; and

(iii)Orientation of the fringes.
It is the transmittance or the amount of gray shades of the hologram that codes the
object information. As the object illumination has to go to the cantilever then return to
the observer, the increase in path length difference of the rays describing the bent
cantilever will be twice the displacement involved. If the light has a wavelength A., then
the first fringe will occur when the path length of the rays describing the bent cantilever
are A./2longer than those stored in the hologram describing the unloaded beam; this will
happen where the cantilever displacement is A./4. The next fringe will occur where the
deflection of the beam is 3A./4 and so on. This is depicted in Figure 4.1. This shows that
if the path length changes by an amount nA., the same displacement value will be covered

twice. To get the idea of system sensivity, a trigonometrical approach shown in Equation
4.1 present that the system is sensitive only to the component of displacement along the
normal bisector, i.e., the "cos

~"

term makes the system sensitive and no sensivity along

the normal to the bisector. Thus usually the angle between illumination and observation
points is kept as small as possible as can be drawn from Figure 4.2.

= d[cos(a+P)+cos(a-p)]

( 4. 1)

= 2dcosacosp

In general displacements, all three dimensions are considered. To do, this three

points of illumination and three points of observation are needed.

Abramson's

holodigram [ 1969] concept is utilized here in order to understand the geometrical
relationship in the formation of interference fringes, object and source.
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z
I

IP + OP = l = Original path length
IP' + OP' = Path length after displacement
Path length difference = 1 - l' = nA. = 2.Z(x)

Figure 4.1:

Path Length Difference and Displacement Relationship
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Common bisector

Figure 4.2:

Sensitivity of the Displacement
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(a) The holodiagram drawn as a moire pattern
y

( b ) The elliptical shells of holodigram

Figure 4.3:

Abramson's Holodiagram [Abramson, 1969]
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Both the object and the source are assumed to be small sources, so that mutual coherent
spherical wavefronts are emitted.
The successive circles represent spherical wavefronts and by filling out alternate
rhomboids a set of ellipses and hyperbolas are observed with the foci at the sources as
shown in Figure 4.3. In 3-D, these actually represent ellipsoids and hyperboloids along
the line of revolution joining the sources. Since they are considered to be in phase at the
origin, then they are also in phase at any point in space, the loci of these points are the
ellipsoids and hyperboloids, and they represent constructive interference and destructive
interference in between.
The stationary ellipsoids are formed when the source spherical wavefronts move
outward while the object spherical wavefronts move inward and represent the holographic
interferometry case.

The alternate dark and bright stationary ellipsoidal interference

surfaces (since the source and object waves are mutually coherent) can be seen when
intersected by a white surface.
Bragg condition is satisfied for every point on the whole family of ellipsoids, i.e.,
optical path length difference is an integer multiple of A.. Since A. is very small, the sides
of the rhombus can be approximated as straight lines (cosine waves are approximated as
square waves) and the normal separation between each ellipsoid is deduced from the
following geometrical formulation referring to Figure 4.4.
From Equation 4.2, the object displacement which causes one fringe

shift~

along

the bisector of the ellipsoids are found out. With three sets of ellipsoidal shells, i.e., with
three points of observation and illumination, three displacements along the bisector normal
of each ellipsoidal shell is obtained. Schoenebeck [1979] used this idea for his "mirror"
method. For three-dimensional displacement components to be determined, three different
views of the same object must be required. Generally, this means to view the object
point of interest from three different set-ups.

Thus, holographic recording and

reconstruction needs three holographic plates. The "mirror" method provides the set-up
for obtaining the required views by a single set-up and a single holographic plate. The
mirror method uses mirrors to obtain the required views for the three-dimension
displacement analysis.
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Figure 4.4:

Separation Distance Between Fringe Ellipses
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2
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2 cos~
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From Equation 4.2, it can be concluded that if a point is displaced one fringe, the point
requires a movement of A./2* cos a.. For a movement of N fringes, this equals,

_2: *
2

.,

*N

cos~

( 4. 3)

2

The above Equation 4.3 represents the normal component of displacement of an
object point which moved N fringes and is lies along the bisector, which is normal to the
ellipsoids. It is noted that if a point is not displaced it remains in the same ellipsoidal
shell as there is no path length difference.
This basic technique has been described to correlate the fringes with the physical
phenomena involved which may be a displacement, rotation or translation. In our case
it is a simple bending case i.e., displacement. According Abramson [1969], each bright
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fringe is given an integer number, starting with first bright fringe which is assigned "0."
Some experience is needed to determine which bright fringe should be assigned this
number, depending on the nature of the physical phenomena it undergoes. In the present
bending case, the first bright fringe near the fixture is assigned that number because the
object under investigation is rigidly held near that point. On the other hand, the dark
fringes are given half numbers between each bright fringe. It must be noted here that the
bright fringe represents the displaced position and the dark fringe represents the
undisplaced position. This explains the one-dimensional case. Practical applications
include normal deformation of flat surface planes and fringe interpretation is done as
indicated above.

4.2.2 General Fringe Tracking Method
The local extent of the bright and dark fringes vary due to gray shades; resulting
from improper illumination of the diffusely reflecting surfaces. In other words it can be
said that each of the dark or bright fringes are not of the same intensity quality. Thus,
obviously the former manual fringe counting method has some inherent problems for
correctly determining the fringe centerline of the exposed holograms.
The maxima of each bright fringe or the minima of each dark fringe are searched
by an interactive image processing. The detected fringe centers correspond to the fringe
order numbers. Thus the problem of interpolation between the loci of the fringe centers
is inherent. There are several ways to search for the fringe center [Juptner; K.ries 1989]:
(i)

on line tracking;

(ii)

threshold comparison; and

(iii)

Adaptive binarisation.

In this project, the former two with the help of a digital image processing system

and the imaging functions therein are used to get the required center. The accuracy of
the fringe tracking method is in the range of the wavelength of the laser light used. A
fringe thinning algorithm could be applied to get the maxima of the bright fringe or
minima of the dark fringe if the grid lines were not there. But in that case, the threedimensional position of the same object point in the mirrors could not be traced, which
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represent an obstacle for applying fringe thinning algorithms. This method is described
in detail in this chapter.

4.3 The Beam Surface Plane Theoretical Displacement
Analysis: Mirror Method (Schoenebeck)
Abramson's holodiagram concept was elaborated further by Schoenebeck by
including additional mirrors in the holographic set-up. The following vector derivations
are based on the "mirror method" to determine spatial displacement components. The
mirror method adapted from Schoenebeck [ 1979] uses three points of observation and
illumination and position of the undisplaced point from the general coordinate system to
determine the spatial displacement components.
First, it will be easier to follow the two-dimensional case as shown in Figure 4.5.
From Figure 4.5, it is seen that the displacement vector D lies at the intersection of the
two sets of ellipses E 1

-

E 1• and ~ - E:z •.

If we assume square waves rather than

cosinusoidal waves, then the elliptical surfaces can be replaced by their tangents at the
point where the normal bisector intersects the ellipses normally.

This amounts to

assuming D=D', and the error introduced such is very negligible compared to the small
wavelength of light as shown in Figure 4.5.

Also to ensure an unique point of

intersection between the tangents the angle between of intersection must be greater than
90o. The component of displacement in the direction of the normal bisectors given by
the ellipsoid method is:

n.

=

A

1

- * - - - * N1
2

a,

cos-~

2
( 4. 4)

n2

= -2A* - -1-a* N2
cos-2
2

This components is also obtained by the scalar product of the vector D and the vector ne ·
where e==1,2 in two dimensions, i.e., two sets of ellipse are used for two point of
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illumination and two point of observation. The scalar product is given by Equation 4.5.
-

A* - 1
- •N1
2
a1
cos-

-t

D. n 1 = -

2

- Il:._,

D.

1:*
2

1

a
cos-2

*Nz
( 4. 5)

2

where

.i5 =
-I

"' ... YJ'>

X~

,.. ...
n1yJ

nl =

n1x~

-I
n2 =

n2x~

"'

'>

+

'>

nL.yJ

The vector n 1' and n 2 ' is known if we know the undisplaced point, two points of
illumination and two points of observation in the generalized coordinate system.
Solving the two simultaneous equations in Equation 4.5, displacement in two dimensions
can be obtained.
In three dimensions, the ellipses become ellipsoidal shells, and if we assume

planar waves rather than spherical waves, the ellipsoidals can be replaced by tangential
planes at the point where the normal bisector intersects the ellipsoids normally as shown
in Figure 4.6.
The component of displacement in the direction of the normal bisectors is given
by the ellipsoid method.

n1 = 1:*
2

.J..

a1

*N1

cos2

n2 = 1:*
2

.,
a2

*Nz

cos2

n3

= 2A*

- a *N3
cos-3
2

( 4. 6)

Figure 4.6:

Three-Dimensional Displacement Analysis
hy Mirror Method
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These components are also obtained by the scalar product of the vector D and the vector

ne where e stands for stands for 1,2,3 in three dimensions for three ellipsoidal shells.

- _,

D.n:

= 1:.*
2

- _, = 1:.*

D.n 2

2

- _,

D.n 3

1

a 1 *Nl
cos2

1

a 2 *N2
cos2

= 1:.*
2

1

a 3 *N3
cos-

( 4. 7)

2

where

...

D = X~

_,

nl =
-I

n2

..,.

-y]

...

- zR
..,.

nlx ~ + nly J + nlz R

= n2x

...

~

..,.
+ n2y J + nlz R

The vector n 1', n 2 ', and n 3' is known if we know the undisplaced point, three points
of illumination and three points of observation in the generalized system. Solving the
three simultaneous equations by the Cramer method, displacement components in three
dimensions can be found out.

The complete derivations for three-dimensional

displacement with the notation used is presented here.
Subscript e = 1,2,3 for three dimensions or three ellipsoidal shells.
PS = {PSx, PSY' PSz } = point of interest in the interior plane or surface plane of
the object.
P~

{P~x

,P~Y ,P~z

} = point of illumination in the generalized coordinate

system.
POe = {POex ,POey ,POez } = point of observation in the generalized coordinate
system.
Ne =Macro-interference order number.
~

=normal displacement vector in the generalized coordinate system.
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ae = angle subtended by the undisplaced point in the generalized coordinate
system.
te = parameter for vector manipulation.
CO = origin of the generalized coordinate system.
For a general analysis referring to Figure 4.7. The distance between the point of
interest, PS and the point of illumination Pie and point of observation POe and the angle
~

subtended by them is given by the Equation 4.8 and 4.9.

I

PSPI9

P SP0 9

1

'

1

= J(PI

8

= VI (PO ex

x - PS) 2

+

(PI 9 y - PSy)

- P S x ) 2 + (POBY - P S y ) 2

2

...

.,..

(PI 9 z - PSz)

2

(PO ez - PS z ) 2
( 4. 8)

( 4. 9)

Since for holographic interferometry the reference beam path length must equal
to the object beam path length.
The parameter te is introduced as shown in Equation 4.10.

(PI 9 x - PSx)

2

+ (PI 9 y - PSy)

2

+ (PI 9 z - POz)

2

(POex - PS)

2

+ (P0 9 y - PSy)

2

+ (P0 9 z - PSz)

2

(4 .10)
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in Generalized Coordinate System
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Then point Poe·· referring to Figure 4.7 is:
1

P0 8

= PS

t 8 *(PO B - PS)

+

(4.11)

In coordinate form,

( 4 . 12)

Let us defme a new vector E such that

·: t =

.. E

~

= . .2:::

1
2

(4.13)

-

(PI e • PO e1 )

This vector E locates the intersection point of the normal bisector to the tangential planes.
Equation 4.14 is obtained in coordinate form with Poe· substituted.
Eex =

~

Eey =

~ * [Piey

* [PI 8 x

+ PSx -

t 8 (P0 8 x - PS)]

+ PSY + te (POey - PSY)]

(4.14)
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The magnitude of the normal displaced vector is obtained from Equation 4.15, provided
we know the point of interest, PS, point of observation, PO, point of illumination, PI, and
the parameter, te. Once we get vector E, it is a fairly simple matter to derive the normal
displaced vector~· from Figure 4.7 and Equation 4.15. Thus, Equation 4.15 is

.. the magni tude

1

= Jn.:X

n~

( 4. 15)
+

n.;y

+

n.;z

Now putting the coordinate values of Ee, the magnitude of vector ne' is given in terms of
the known values of point of illumination, point of observation and the undisplaced point
on the object.

n;

=

~ [~*(PI~

- PSX

~[~·<Prey+ Psy

t. (Po.x

+

T

t

6

- PS)

r

(Poey- Psy)r+

+

(4 .16)

This vector ne'is the vector normal to the ellipsoids or tangential planes and is

along the bisector of the angle between the point

of observation and the point of

illumination. Now the component of displacement vector D==D' along this normal bisector
is given by the magnitude of ne.
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Magnitude of nr' is found from Equation 4.16. The new vector nr is found by Equation
4.17.

= I

fie

fie

I

f.J.

0

9

_,

f.J.

=

0

9

(4.17)

n s
_,
n s

Now the vector nr can be written as

_,
_, s

n
n

=

s

t norm-s *n- 1e

(4.18)

From the normal unit vector nr' and the parameter ~nn-e. the displacement vector along
the normal bisector
PSnorm-a

= PS

.,. tnorm-e*fi'e
(4 .19)

Let P be any point on the tangential plane Te, since PSnorm-e also lies on this plane, the
Equation of the tangential plane is
(4.20)
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Figure 4 .8:

Figure 4.9:

Equation of the Tangential Plane

Common Point of Intersection of Three Tangential Planes
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So we have Equation 4.21.

(4.21)

In three-dimension, three tangential planes have a common point of intersection at point

P, which is also the point PSd, i.e., the displaced point.

:. P = PSd

But D==D'is given by

Therefore,
(4.22)

Equation 4.22 can be written in matrix form as shown in Equation 4.23.
:

n'. neo

0

nlx

n::.y

0

n::.z

0

-

XI

0

0

0

0

0

0

I

r

lnl

= n2x nzy n2z . Yl =
zj (2
n3x n3y n3z
. n3

(4.23)

The above equation is used to compute the displacement components in the x, y, and z
direction and the magnitude of displacement using a digital computer.
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4.4 The Beam Interior Plane Theoretical Displacement Analysis:
Translucent Method (Schoenebeck)
The set-up of the system is according to Figure 4.10, i.e., the bisector is in the
interior plane of the object under test. In this method, the interior plane is made diffusely
reflective. The benefit of this method is that with the coordinate projection of the points
of illumination and the points of observation the mirror method can be applied. This
shows that the normal components of the displacement vectors in the three views lie on
the same plane.
Snell's law of refraction is applied to fmd the angle of refraction of the laser beam
through the transparent media as shown in Figure 4.11. Also the laser wave length is

sin e
n

1

e1
A. 1
= sin
=
n
).

(4.24)

reduced while travelling through the transparent media according to the above Equation
4.24.

Thus, the wavelength term in the Equation 4.3 previously obtained from

Abramson's holodiagram concept is changed.

In I

=

}:!_ *
2

1

cos~

*N

(4.25)

2

Now as the reference beam length and the object beam length must be equal in
magnitude, assuming that both lie on the same side of the illuminated plane. We thus
have, the point of illumination and observation.
(4.26)
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Beam splitter

Mirror

Mirror

Reference
beam

Hologram

Figure 4.10:

Schoenebeck's Interior-plane (translucent)
Displacement Analysis General Set-Up
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f

= angle of incidence

f'= angle of refraction
n = refractive index of first medium
n'= refractive index of second medium

n

.
4 .11·.
F1gure

Snell's Law of Refraction
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The projection of these point on the illuminated surface but not the interior plane
lS

(4.27)

Let P in Equation 4.28 be any point on the illuminated side of the surface plane but not
in the interior plane, as shown in Figure 4.12. The coordinates of point P can be also
determined; if we know the parameter t and the point of illumination.
P

=

(Px, Py, Pz)

=

(Px, b, Pz)

(4.28)

In vector form,
P

= PIP+PPIP

=
=

(Pix,b,Piz) +t(nx,ny,nz)
(Px,b,Pz)

(4. 29)

From the above Equation 4.29 we can fmd the parameter; provided the unit normal n is
known. Thus. we can express coordinates of point P in following manner as shown in
Figure 4.13.
· coordinates of point P are given by Equation 4.30.

= PIX +

Py

=b
b-PI
= PI z + n y *n z

Pz

·:t

where tis the parameter.

b-PI
n y •n X

PX

y

y

b-PI

=---..:..Y

(4.30)
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Figure 4.12:

b

Projection of Point of illumination and Observation
with arbitrary point P on the surface
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From Figure 4.13, the vector a, which is on the illuminated surface is given by

(4.31)

The quantities flx, 11y and 11z are the components of the unit normal vector for one view
only. The magnitude of vector a gives the distance between the projected illumination
point on the surface to any surface point P.
:. magnitude of vector a is

Ia

( 4 . 32)

=

Thus, the projected point of illumination or observation helps us to get the correct angle
of illumination. Also. note that the vector PPlp is vector n. This is the same vector (flx,
11y. 11z) given by Abramson's ellipsoid concept and can be extended farther for the mirror

method to fmd views for three-dimensional displacement analysis. From Figure 4.14, we
can fmd the angle as

a. -n = Ia I* 1-n I cos ec
e = arccos
a· -n
c
Ia I 1-n I

But e ... e

.. cos ec

=

c

= 2:.2

cos ( ~ -e)

=

(4.33)

( 4. 34)

sin e
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Figure 4.13:

Coordinates for the Arbirrary Point P

PI /PO

Figure 4 .14:

PS

The Angle of Incidence at P

7'2
Now applying Snell's law

sin e

1
= n

( 4. 35)

:.sine'= ..E..sir: e
n'

(4.36)

The angle locates the point of interest PS in the interior plane. Let PP be the normal
projection of point P on the interior plane, then the vector PpPS can be defined by vector

I I I = I 15 I tan e'

(4.37)

i and where i is the magnitude of the vector as shown in Figure 4.15.

From Figure 4.14, it is evident that the vector i and vector PPip are parallel.
Therefore, we can defme vector i as
~

1.

=

-

a

lal ·

I~~

(4.38)

1.

Since point PP is just the normal projection of point Pas shown in Figure 4.15 from i and
PP we get the point of interest PS (Figure 4.16):

.,.

PS + 1.

..

= pp

PS = pp - 1.

= (Px,O,Pz)

-

.,.
1.

(4. 39)
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Using Equations 4.31, 4.32, and 4.34,

=

((b-PI) (~y. (b-Piy{~)')

I

nyl

~(~)\(~)'1 (b -Piy)l Jn;+n;+n;
=

~(~)'·(~)' I

ny

I

(4.40)

=sine

Now from Equations 4.36 and 4.40

(4. 41)

Substituting into Equation 4.37 gives

( 4 . 42)

Then from Equation 4.38

i =

a

Ia I

IE I

(4. 43)
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Expanding equation 4.43

(4.44)

Now from Equation 4.39

b.n.nx
..- b-PIY
,..,
, r.x ____
. :. :
;-··y
v ...

( 4. 45)

Therefore, in coordinate form Equation 4.45 is:
PSX
PSy
PSZ

= PIX
=0
=

+

b -PT
b.n.nx
-y
.nx +
nY
~

(4.46)

b -PIy
b.n.nz
PIZ +
. nz +
ny
~

Thus we can form a simultaneous equation as shown in Equation 4.47.

0

=

0

=

(4. 47)

Equation 4.47 cannot be solved as a simultaneous equation smce there are more
unknowns. But the component of unit vector n may be determined from Equation 4.48,
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PS

z

-PI
Y
b

+

n z . Kl

=0

(4 . 48)

where K 1 is the term in bracket in Equation 4.47, therefore Equation 4.49 is,
-

PSX - PIX
b.nx
... PSX - PIX
nx

=
=

(4.49)

Since K 1 is a function of n,., fly and I1z and b.K 1 is constant, then the following assumption
is made as in Equation 4.50.
nz = PSz - Piz
nx = PSx - Pix

(4.50)

Now the fly component of the unit vector may be determined by rewriting from Equation
4.4 7, and a equation as a function of 11y is derived as following:
0

= - -1
b

+

b-PI
b.ny

-:-----=-y

+

1

Let

(4. 51)

Then bisection method is used to solve for 11y from the final equation
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- c 1 • nY - c 2 ..-

Jc3.n~

=0
+

( 4 . 52)

I

c4

Now to get the projected point of illumination and observation, vector U and vector Q
is defined as

U

=P

- PS

=>

U= (Px - PSx, Py - PSY, Pz - PS)
z

-

U= (Px - PSx, b, pz - PSz)

Q = PT

~p

- p

Q = (Pix, PIY, PIZ)
=>

-

(Px, Py, Pz)

Q = (Pix - Px, PIY - Py, PIZ

-

Pz)
(4.53)

Then if u is the unit vector from PS towards P, we obtain the projected points of
illumination and observation (Figure 4.17) by Equation 4.56.
( 4. 54)

Once the projected points of illumination and observation are obtained, the procedure
becomes as simple as the surface deformation analysis done earlier.

4.5 Experimental Equipment
The equipment used for the procedure are described in this section. For viewing
the holographic image, a continuous wave helium-neon laser with a wavelength of 632.8
run is used in the TEMoo mode. The laser emits a coherent red light. This narrow beam
of laser light is expanded by a beam expander (which is a plano-concave lens). A solid
state video camera (COHU™) is used for capturing the holographic reconstructed
wavefronts (the virtual image). The virtual image is displayed on a super fine pitch
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television monitor (SONY) and the image printout can be obtained instantaneously by a
video copy processor ('MITSUBISHI).
The image processing hardware system SILICON VIDEO (EPI.X?"M) allows the
digitization of an analog picture from the video camera. It contains 1 ~ of image
memory for multiple image storage using a conventional dynamic random access memory
(DRAM). The hardware can be accessed by a digital computer (COMPAQ) and the video
camera by its two pons. An image processing software SVPCIP (EPIX™) installed in
the computer hard disk is used for all image processing functions. The most commonly
used image processing functions used are discussed in chapter Ill.

4.6 Theoretical Displacement Values
The theoretical displacement values of the object are calculated by the following
equation [Winkenwerder 1992]:

D~

where

FL 3
= 6.E.I

•

(2 - 3..5_1

+

~:)

1

F = force in Newton= 1.517 N,
1 = total free length of the prismatic bar,
E = modulus of elasticity = 2900 N/mm 2 ,
I = moment of inertia of the prismatic beam
= 131072 mm 4 •

and

~=coordinate

defined from the free end of the bar.

= 0, at free end.
= 1, at fixed end.
A relative coordinate is defmed by ~
where

~

= 0, at free end.
= 1, at fixed end.

The theoretical calculated values are listed in Tables A.7 to A.14 in Appendix A.
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The loading of the object is (Figure 3.2) at the top of the beam in the positive X direction applied by means of a string. The theoretical bending values versus the relative
coordinates are drawn for comparison with the experimental values as shown in figures
given for each analysis (Figures 4.20 - 4.24 ).

4. 7 The Fringe Tracking Method
The proposed method is called fringe tracking method, because by this method
tracking is made possible interactively by a digital computer. Figure 4.18 shows a digital
image of the area of interest, which is shown by the computer interactively by locating
the cursor at the point of interest in the video image.
The procedure of this method is described in this section. First the object image
is located in the video raster by the cursor pointer. It is noted that the object image is
captured straight in the video raster as outlined in section 2.6. The cursor is then taken
to the upper left comer of the object. The coordinates (ulx, uly) at that point is known
interactively by the digital computer by pressing a function key. Then the cursor is again
set to locate the lower right comer of the object. And by pressing the same function key
the coordinates of the lower right comer (lrx, lry) of the object image are determined.
The total length, 1, of the object image is determined by Equation 4.57.
1

= lry - uly

( 4. 55)

After determining the total length, the cursor is set between the bottom dark
fringe. By pressing a function key the digital computer shows a 19x19 array of gray level
distribution around that point. The minima of the dark fringe, i.e., the lowest gray value
in the dark fringe is then calculated as following.

Referring to Figure 4.16, first the

cursor is taken just above the dark fringe where the bright fringe begins, the Y coordinate at that point is determined and a 19x19 array of gray level distribution is noted
around that point, the Y - coordinate ( y1

)

with respect to the highest gray value is the

upper bound of the dark fringe. The same procedure is followed again while determining
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Figure 4.18:

A Digital Image
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the lower bound for the dark fringe, i.e., the Y - coordinate ( y 1

)

with respect to the

highest gray value at the junction from the gray value distribution is noted.
The average coordinate ( yc ) between the upper bound and the lower bound gives
the center point of the dark fringe. The location of this point is known interactively by
pressing a function key. Thus the true center point of the first dark fringe is found out.
By proceeding in the same manner, all the center points of the dark fringes along a
defmed grid line is noted. The frrst bright fringe near the fixed base is assigned "0"
fringe-order number; while the frrst dark fringe starting from the bottom has an order
number of "0.5," the second "1.5", the third "2.5", and so on. Lastly, a relative coordinate
system is defmed from the bottom most point along the specified grid line as shown in
Figure 4.19. Equation 4.56 gives the location of the center of the dark fringe from the
new coordinate system.
RELy

= 1ry -

Yc

(4.56)

and the relative coordinate is defined by
REL = RELy =

1
REL
REL

lry - u1y

= o when

= 1 when

RELy

RELY = 0

(4. 57)

RELY = 1 IY - u1y

A relative coordinate versus fringe-order graph is drawn for each defmed grid line
and the fringe order of the required selected grid point are found out from that graph by
interpolation.
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A Relative Coordinate defined on Video Raster
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4.8 Experimental Procedure for Displacement
Analysis of Surface Grid Points
In this section, the procedure for determining the displacement components of the

surface grid points along selected grid lines using the fringe tracking method is presented.
At first image 1, the original image as shown in Figure 4.20.a is captured by the video
camera. A batch file named "cc.shl" is called for enabling interlacing of the video raster,
the video monitor then shows the original analog image as focussed. By the digitization
command [EP:r_xTM Manual 1986] this analog image is then digitized. The process of
analog to digital conversion is discussed in Chapter ill.
This input digital image is then stored in a fJ.le in the computer hard disk using
the file write command [EPIXTM Manual 1986]. The fJ.le name for the input digital image
is given after the file write command prompt. The input digital image file can be later
called by the file read command for image processing operations to be performed on it.
After the file read command, the input digital image again appears on the video monitor.
As seen from Figure 4.20.a, this input digital image or the unprocessed digital image has
poor fringe visibility and as such one cannot recognize the difference between the bright
and dark fringes from this input digital image.

It is then necessary to apply image

processing operations on this input digital image to improve the fringe readability such
that the gray level based fringe tracking method can be applied on the fmal output digital
unage.
Once the input digital image is recalled from the hard disk, all the image
operations can be performed on a temporary storage area called buffer. The STI...ICON
VIDEO (EPIXTM) provides two such buffers and any one of them can be selected for
image processing operations by the buffer select command. In the next step, the image
area of the object is specified by selecting the "window" or "coordinate" method after the
"area of interest" prompt by the computer. After specifying the object in the window, all
image processing functions can be applied to the window image only.
Following the image processing operations on the input digital image, the final
output digital image is obtained and is ready for analysis using the fringe tracking method
first and then by the mirror method. The fringe tracking method is discussed in section
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4.7. Each of the specified grid lines (0, 0, REL), 0, -12.7, REL), 0, 12.7, REL), -30.5,
0, REL) and -61, 0, REL) are analyzed separately by the fringe tracking method to
determine the center fringe points along each of them. Then for each selected grid lines
a relative coordinate versus fringe order numbers are plotted. From the plot, the corrected
fringe orders are then interpolated at the selected grid points along each grid line. The
above procedure for image 1 are also followed for image 2 and image 3 to obtain there
fmal output digital image.
Once the corrected fringe orders are determined from all the three images at the
selected grid points for each grid line, the fringe orders are given as input data to the
program given in Appendix B.

The output o: the program gives the displacement

components in three dimension of each selected grid points along the specified grid line.
To compare the results, the theoretical displacement values and the values obtained by the
manual fringe counting method are all plotted versus the relative coordinates. It is seen
that at lower relative coordinates, i.e., at the bottom part of the beam, the fringe counting
method is better than the manual fringe counting method.

4.8.1 Processing Image 1
The input original analog image of the hologram interference image 1 as it appears
in the video monitor is shown in Figure 4.20.a. It is noted that the object only occupies
a ponion of this image. A interactive window can be specified in the video monitor to
process only the object area of interest. It is seen that the image 1 is dark; which can
also be concluded from the interactive histogram showing more pixels in the lower gray
values range. To make the fringe contrast visible an enhancement operation is done by
histogram percentiles for lowest, A, and highest gray values, B. The following Equation
4.58 is applied in the processing operation
PIX=

(PIX - A) *255
(B -A)

(4.58)
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(a) Image 1: Original

(b) Image 1: Output Image After Median Filtering, Enhancement, and 1bresholding
Figure 4.20:

Processing Image l:(a) Original Image (b) Processed Image
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A = 0 and B = 65 are obtained from the interactive histogram.
operation median filtering is done twice to reduce noise.

After enhancement

The advantage of median

filtering is that the edges are not blurred. The histogram now looks spread out if checked
again. After median flltering, thresholding is done numerous times and the fmal image
appears as Figure 4.20.b. It is noted that all the operations were performed in the defmed
window. Once this final output digital image is obtained it is then easy to comprehend
which lines are bright and which lines are dark. Then using the fringe tracking method,
we find out the relative coordinate of the center of each dark fringe along each selected
grid line.

4.8.1.1 Case 1: Image 1 Line (-61. 0, REL)
Figure 4.21 shows the relative coordinate versus fringe-order plot of this line. The
relative coordinate values obtained by fringe tracking method are given in Table A.1 in
Appendix A.

4.8.1.2 Case 2: Image 1 Line (-30.5, 0, REL)
Figure 4.22 shows the relative coordinate versus fringe-order plot of this line. The
relative coordinate values obtained by fringe tracking method are given in Table A.2 in
Appendix A.

4.8.1.3 Case 3: Image 1 Line (0, -12.7, REL)
Figure 4.23 shows the relative coordinate versus fringe-order plot of this line. The
relative coordinate values obtained by fringe tracking method are given in Table A.3 in
Appendix A.

4.8.1.4 Case 4: Image 1 Line (0, 0, REL)
Figure 4.24 shows the relative coordinate versus fringe-order plot of this line. The
relative coordinate values obtained by fringe tracking method are given in Table A.4 in
Appendix A.
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4.8.1.5 Case 5: Image 1 Line (0, 12.7, REL)
Figure 4.25 shows the relative coordinate versus fringe-order plot of this line. The
relative coordinate values obtained by fringe tracking method are given in Table A.5 in
Appendix A.
It is noted that the grid lines in the image 1 for case 3, 4 and 5 lie on a separate
plane. This right plane of image 1 is then defined in a window and processed. The
image plane is operated upon with enhancement operation by histogram percentiles and
then two times median filtering.

4.8.2 Processing Image 2
The original input digital image 2 is shown in Figure 4.26.a. From this Figure
4.26.a, it is evident that the image plane area on the right part of the image is totally
bright.

Thus it remain impossible to determine fringe centers by the on-line fringe

tracking with this image. As previously the object is specified in a window. In fact this
interference image is separated into two planes and two windows are defmed to perform
two process on the two planes separately. The first plane consist of the line -61, 0, REL),
-30.5, 0, REL) and 0, -12.7, REL). The second plane is comprised of the lines 0, -12.7,
REL), 0, 0. REL) and 0, 12.7, REL).
For the first plane, an interactive window is specified on the object area of
interest. The following image processing operations are performed sequentially. First a
sharpening operation is done by the Laplacian operator. After sharpening; two times
median filtering reduce the noise added due to sharpening. Finally enhancement operation
is done.

4.8.2.1 Case 1: Image 2 Line (-61, 0, REL)
Figure 4.21 shows the relative coordinate versus fringe-order plot of this line. The
relative coordinate values obtained by fringe tracking method are given in Table A.1 in
Appendix A.
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(a)lmage 2: Original

(b)

Image 2:
Output Image after Median Filtering, Enhancement,
Thresholding for Line(-61, 0, REL), (-30.5, 0, REL), and (0, 12.7, REL)

Figure 4.26:

Processing image 2:(a)Original Image (b)Processed Image

and
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4.8.2.2 Case 2: Image 2 Line (-30.5, 0, REL)
Figure 4.22 shows the relative coordinate versus fringe-order plot of this line. The
relative coordinate values obtained by fringe tracking method are given in Table A.2 in
Appendix A.
The mid-portion of the second plane is too bright. The brightness can be subdued
by the thresholding technique several times. The frrst threshold value is 190; between an
upper bound of 255 and lower bound of 190. Final threshold value of 70 is used, to
obtain the image as shown in Figure 4.26.b. It is seen from this figure that the brightness
along the line -12.7, 0, REL) is subdued considerably and can be used to read out the
fringe centers of the dark fringes by the fringe tracking method.

4.8.2.3 Case 3: Image 2 Line (0, -12.7, REL)
Figure 4.23 shows the relative coordinate versus fringe-order plot of this line. The
relative coordinate values obtained by fringe tracking method are given in Table A.3 in
Appendix A.

4.8.2.4 Case 4: Image 2 Line (0, 0, REL)
Figure 4.24 shows the relative coordinate versus fringe-order plot of this line. The
relative coordinate values obtained by fringe tracking method are given in Table A.4 in
Appendix A.

4.8.2.5 Case 5: Image 2 Line (0, 12.7, REL)
Figure 4.25 shows the relative coordinate versus fringe-order plot of this line. The
relative coordinate values obtained by fringe tracking method are given in Table A.5 in
Appendix A.
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4.8.3 Processing Image 3
Image 3 is the top mirror image as shown in Figure 4.27 .a. This original image
is darker as evident from the interactive histogram. First of all, the interference fringe
contained in the object image is specified by an interactive window. An enhancement
operation is done by histogram percentiles, with A= 3 and B = 100, using Equation 4.59.
After enhancement, a median filtering is done to reduce the noise. A threshold value of
zero is chosen between all pixels having gray values from "0" to "40." The final output
digital image of image 3 is shown in Figure 4.27.b. Using fringe tracking method, the
relative coordinates of the following cases were plotted versus the fringe order.

4.8.3.1 Case 1: Image 3 Line (-61, 0, REL)
Figure 4.21 shows the relative coordinate versus fringe-order plot of this line. The
relative coordinate values obtained by fringe tracking method are given in Table A.l in
Appendix A.

4.8.3.2 Case 2: Image 3 Line (-30.5, 0, REL)
Figure 4.22 shows the relative coordinate versus fringe-order plot of this line. The
relative coordinate values obtained by fringe tracking method are given in Table A.2 in
Appendix A.

4.8.3.3 Case 3: Image 3 Line (0, -12.7, REL)
Figure 4.23 shows the relative coordinate versus fringe-order plot of this line. The
relative coordinate values obtained by fringe tracking method are given in Table A.3 in
Appendix A.

4.8.3.4 Case 4: Image 3 Line (0, 0, REL)
Figure 4.24 shows the relative coordinate versus fringe-order plot of this line. The
relative coordinate values obtained by fringe tracking method are given in Table A.4 in
Appendix A.
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(a) Image 3: Original

(b)

Output
Image 2:
Thresholding

Figure 4.27:

Image

after

Median

Filtering,

Enhancement,

Processing Image 3:(a)Original Image (b)Processed Image

and
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4.8.3.5 Case 5: Image 3 Line (0, 12.7, REL)
Figure 4.25 shows the relative coordinate versus fringe-order plot of this line. The
relative coordinate values obtained by fringe tracking method are given in Table A.5 in
Appendix A.

4.9 Bending Displacement Values Comparison
From each Figure 4.21 to 4.25, the true fringe order at the grid points are
interpolated. Then using the setup values and fringe order values as input data to the
program in Appendix B; three components of displacements and the magnitude are found
out. Figure 4.28 shows values of for 0, 0, REL) grid line. From Figure 4.28, it is seen
that for line 0, 0, REL), the fringe tracking technique is closer to the theoretical values
than the manual fringe counting technique. Other curves (Figure 4.28 to Figure 4.32) also
shows the same trend. Thus fringe tracking technique is more accurate than the manual
fringe counting technique.

4.10 Experimental Procedure for Displacement Evaluation of
Interior Grid Points of an Inside Plane
The set-up for evaluation is as shown in Figure 3.1. The method of coordinate
projection is applied for the evaluation according to this set-up (Figure 3.1). The general
theoretical formulation and the assumptions of the translucent method using the general
set-up (Figure 4.10) is valid due to the coordinate projection. Every point on the object
interior plane is at equal distance from the point of illumination and point of observation
and the plane bisects the angle in between so that the interior plane lies perpendicular to
the ellipsoidal shells as proposed by Abramson [ 1969].
In this method, a virtual point of illumination and observation is assumed such that
the interior plane lies perpendicular to the ellipsoid shells. The fringe order of the third
image is of no interest, because only the interior plane is defmed by the lines 0, 0, REL),
-30.5, 0, REL) and -61, 0, REL) and the point of illumination and point of observation
is at a very large distance from every point on the interior plane, thus the path length
differences of each point can be assumed to be equal, and hence it is assumed that all
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interference fringes fall on the zero fringe order number. Also it is assumed first point
of illumination and observation lie in the same point and the second point of illumination
lie in the same point as the first point of illumination but the point of observation lies in
the mirror image thus the y-component is negative in this case. This is evident from the
set -up as shown in Figure 3 .1.
Since, in this method, the first point of observation is just the mirror image of the
second point of observation, the fringe-order numbers in both of the cases are equal to
the fringe-order numbers of the image 2.

Figure 4.33 shows the plot of fringe-order

numbers versus relative coordinate of image 2 of all the selected grid lines. From Figure
4.33. the fringe-orders at true relative coordinates are determined.

These true fringe

orders and the setup values are the input data to the code (Appendix B) which gives the
output displacement values for the interior plane. Thus, in translucent method processing
of image 2 is done only for interior plane evaluation.

4.11 Bending Displacement Values
Comparison for Interior plane
The bending values obtained by the translucence method are compared with the
theoretical values and also the value obtained by the manual fringe counting technique.
It is seen that the values obtained by the fringe tracking method are more closer than the
manual counting method to the theoretical values. The curves for each line of the interior
plane grid are drawn in Figures 4.34, 4.35, and 4.36. All bending values are listed in
Tables A.1:2. A.13, and A.14 in Appendix A together with the theoretical displacement
values.
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CHAPTER V
SUMMARY, FUTURE RECOMMENDATIONS
AND PRACTICAL APPUCATIONS

5.1 Summary and Conclusions
Holography. holographic interferometry, double exposure method provides the
background for displacement analysis in the three dimension. The theory outlined in
Chapter IV for both surface and interior plane displacement analysis, is a vector approach,
which make the data analyses simpler as the data of the same type can be expressed in
a vector form. This is also advantageous since lot of data needs to be handled in the
analyses.
The available digital image processing system provides the means to store and
retrieve hologram images. Available operating functions perform on the input images
with a view to locate the required fringe center (Chapter ill).

This saves up the

processing time on the images once stored. Otherwise, photographs of the virtual images
have to be taken each time for individual study. This makes the data analysis by this
method less time-consuming than the manual counting method. The best advantage of
digital images is that they can be stored and processed on a digital computer. Moreover,
digital images do not degrade with age like film or videotape. Another advantage of
using digital image processing is that unwanted noise can be suppressed. The application
of digital image processing in tracking the fringe center is thus justified. The holograms
used in the data analysis are of transmission type.
Virtual images of macro-interference fringes contained in double exposure
holograms representing a deformation of the cantilever bar due to a static bending type
load is therefore digitally stored by an image processing system. The stored digital image
is then processed by "median filtering" for noise suppression. Since the gray shades of
the holographic fringes vary, assigning fringe orders to the correct fringe centerline is
complicated by the manual counting method. This is due to the fact that some of the
bright fringes might be in the lower gray level region. Thus, distinguishing from dark
fringes lying in the same area is not possible. In order to circumvent this problem various
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point and group processes notably, thresholding, histogramming, sharpening, contrast
enhancement, etc., are implemented on the input image in a window specifying the area
of interest ( Chapter IV). The output digital image is then subjected to an on line fringe
tracking technique to fmd the required fringe center along a defmite grid line. It is noted
that all the image processing operations are performed in the spatial domain.

The

inclusion of the grid lines on the object surface helps to recognize the same point on the
mirror images, which are required for the three-dimensional displacement analysis. It is
evident from the data analyses (Chapter IV) that the fringe tracking technique is better
than the manual fringe counting method and is in good agreement with the theoretical
values. It is found that the percentage of error between the manual counting and fringe
counting varies from 10-30% at the fixed end and 0.01-0.10% at the free end. This is due
to the fact that at the fixed-end theoretical boundary conditions could not be achieved.
Both theories by Schoenebeck, the first [1979] describing the displacements of surface
points of a surface plane and the second [1990] for the interior points displacement of an
interior plane of a transparent bar, were investigated by the fringe tracking method.

5.2 Recommendations for Future Work
The following recommendations for future research are made to carry out the on
going process of developing a better method in this area:
1.

To fully automate the fringe tracking procedure by digital image processing

the development of software algorithms should be investigated to determine three
dimensional displacement components. Until now automation has been possible for unidirectional deformations only.
2.

In the future complete shape of the deformed object could be found out by

an interpolation procedure. The input displaced points being determined by the present
method.
3.

Structural and stress analysis could be done by finite element method by

developing a model visually similar to the object in this project.

The prescribed

displacements for the nodes in the finite element method could be obtained by the
holographic method.
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4.

For speeding up the evaluation and data analyses, concepts for parallel

processing could be considered in the future. Both image processing and holographic
evaluation would then be possible simultaneously.
5.

In the future other types of loading such as vibrational, rotational etc., may

be investigated and compared with the theory using digital image processing on the
vinual holographic fringe images.
6.

The same analysis could be done in real time holography; thus providing

the scope for either fringe or load manipulation; the images can also be stored in real
time by digital image processing system.
7.

A future study applying the present knowledge to determine crack

propagation in a solid medium could be done.
8.

The same type of analysis could be done in the future for objects under

thermal stress.
9.

In the future the possibility of developing an unified algorithm for the

required solutions in other areas of photomechnics, not just double exposure holographic
interferometry could be investigated with the inclusion of digital image processing.
10.

The reverse case could also be studied in the future, i.e., predicting the

applied force on the specimen.
11.

Applying the same procedure, the result of the same type of load on

different composite snuctures of the same size could be investigated. Thus, a selectivity
criteria might be developed.
12.

Another future research area could be just to group different interference

fringe orientations and typify them in order to predict the type of physical phenomena
involved.

5.3 Possible Practical Applications
Possible practical application could be in the integrated circuit field for defect
detection in the integrated circuit wafers. For this the perfect wafer under normal stressed
condition could be holographed by double exposure method and a defective wafer under
the same condition is also bolo graphed, by real time holographic interferometry. Then,
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by comparing with the interference fringe pattern of the two, the defective wafer could
be detected. A digital image processing system could be used to store the perfect wafer
interference fringe patterns obtained by double exposure method and then by applying a
subtracting algorithm to the defective wafer fringe patterns, the areas of minute defects
can be located in real time. This kind of semi-automatic supervision could be applied in
integrated circuit wafer manufacturing instead of fully manual supervision. Transparent
objects inner plane can be investigated to determine the actual three-dimensional internal
surface deformation under small loads at predetermined points. Applying a finite element
analysis internal stress can also be determined.
One of the most important applications of holographic interferometry is in nondestructive testing. This may also fmd application in a manufacturing environment using
expensive robot manipulators for repetitive but precision assignments, which must provide
a non-destructive testing, could be inspected by the present method for structural
weakness and then preventive measures or replacements could be made promptly.
Application in the biomedical field could be to study the deformation of
anatomical structures under stress, as well as for nondestructive tests on prostheses.
Holographic interferometry has been found very useful in locating areas of poor bonding
in prosthetic structures and crack detection. The prostheses model could be developed by
CAD/CAM and improved by digital image processing for proper fitting. Application in
ophthalmology and odontic areas are also feasible.
Holographic interferometry tests in aerodynamics, heat transfer, and plasma
diagnostics have demonstrated its viability in those areas with the addition of the present
method more flexibility could be obtained. As mechanical contacts are not involved,
measurements can be carried out in hostile or corrosive environments to measure changes
in shape due to corrosion or absorption of water. Application in solid mechanics, mainly
has been used to evaluate the stress in complex structures. Flow visualization and heat
transfer studies, yet is another application area in need of development by holographic
interferometry, where conventional interferometry has practical advantages. Finally, it
might be concluded that possible potential practical application areas can emerge as swift
as inventiveness can work.
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Table A.1:

Fringe Orders versus Relative Coordinate for surface plane Image 1,
Image 2, and Image 3 along grid line (-61, 0, REL)

Fringe
Order

Relative Coordinate
Image 1
Image 2

0.00
0.50
1.50
2.50
3.50
4.50
5.50
6.50
7.50
8.50
9.50
10.50
11.50
12.50

0.0000
0.0326
0.0932
0.1585
0.2191
0.2960
0.3613
0.4382
0.5058
0.5897
0.6689
0.7832
0.8640
0.9230

Table A.2:

Fringe Orders versus Relative Coordinate for surface plane Image 1,
Image 2, and Image 3 along grid line (-30.5, 0, REL)

Fringe
Order
0.00
0.50
1.50
2.50
3.50
4.50
5.50
6.50
7.50
8.50
9.50
10.50
11.50
12.50
13.50

Image 1
0.0000
0.1310
0.2600
0.3561
0.4351
0.5165
0.5861
0.6721
0.7358
0.8042
0.8679
0.9344

0.0000
0.0314
0.0856
0.3241
0.3853
0.4434
0.5107
0.5688
0.6543
0.7217
0.8501

Relative Coordinate
Image 2
0.0000
0.0562
0.1844
0.2781
0.3687
0.4750
0.5374
0.6125
0.6750
0.7188
0.7813
0.8343
0.8781
0.9156
0.9602

Image 3
0.0000
0.0321
0.1815
0.2955
0.3731
0.4746
0.5313
0.6089
0.6746
0.7493
0.8059
0.8716
0.9313

Image3
0.0000
0.1049
0.2622
0.4030
0.4872
0.5678
0.6534
0.7410
0.8182
0.8950
0.9752
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Table A.3:

Fringe Orders versus Relative Coordinate for surface plane Image 1,
Image 2, and Image 3 along grid line (0, -12.7, REL)

Fringe
Order

Relative Coordinate
Image 1
Image 2

0.00
0.50
1.50

0.0000
0.1627
0.3019
0.3892
0.4788
0.5498
0.6237
0.6891
0.7888
0.8625
0.9475
0.9988

2.50

3.50
4.50
5.50
6.50
7.50
8.50
9.50
10.50
11.50
12.50

Table A.4:

Fringe
Order
0.00
0.50
1.50
2.50
3.50
4.50
5.50
6.50
7.50
8.50
9.50
10.50
11.50
12.50

0.0000
0.0791
0.2000
0.3163
0.3906
0.4718
0.5406
0.6063
0.6750
0.7375
0.7750
0.8375
0.8875
0.9438

Image 3
0.0000
0.0943
0.2511
0.3417
0.4751
0.5632
0.6745
0.7512
0.8712
0.9563

Fringe Orders versus Relative Coordinate for surface plane Image 1,
Image 2, and Image 3 along grid line (0, 0, REL)

Image 1
0.0000
0.1675
0.2727
0.3892
0.4670
0.5498
0.6237
0.7125
0.7735
0.8355
0.9033
0.9646

Relative Coordinate
Image 2
0.0000
0.0791
0.2000
0.3163
0.3906
0.4718
0.5406
0.6063
0.6750
0.7375
0.7750
0.8375
0.8875
0.9438

Image3
0.0000
0.0860
0.2511
0.3617
0.4911
0.5921
0.7016
0.7764
0.8541
0.9334
0.9899
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Table A.5:

Fringe Orders versus Relative Coordinate for surface plane Image l,
Image 2, and Image 3 along grid line (0, 12.7, REL)

Fringe
Order

Relative Coordinate
Image 1
Image 2

0.00
0.50
1.50
2.50
3.50
4.50
5.50
6.50
7.50
8.50
9.50
10.50
11.50
12.50

0.0000
0.1674
0.2877
0.3820
0.4646
0.5377
0.6014
0.6801
0.7564
0.8183
0.8933
0.9507

Table A.6:

Fringe Orders versus Relative Coordinate for Interior Plane Image 2 along
Grid Line (-30.5, 0, REL),(-61, 0, REL), and (0, 0, REL)

Fringe
Order

-30.5

0.00
0.50
1.50
2.50
3.50
4.50
5.50
6.50
7.50
8.50
9.50
10.50
11.50
12.50
13.50

0.0000
0.0600
0.1900
0.2980
0.3800
0.4600
0.5310
0.6000
0.6510
0.7130
0.7650
0.8200
0.8600
0.9000
0.9510

0.0000
0.0791
0.2000
0.3163
0.3906
0.4718
0.5406
0.6063
0.6750
0.7375
0.7750
0.8375
0.8875
0.9438

Relative Coordinate
0.0
0.0000
0.0989
0.2545
0.3420
0.4195
0.4978
0.5625
0.6211
0.6910
0.7266
0.7667
0.8342
0.8812
0.9125
0.9465

Image 3
0.0000
0.0780
0.2461
0.3806
0.4851
0.5791
0.6633
0.7425
0.8215
0.9013
0.9617

-61.0
0.0000
0.1200
0.2650
0.3410
0.4290
0.5110
0.5625
0.6201
0.6890
0.7320
0.7880
0.8275
0.8759
0.9200
0.9548
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Table A.7:

Relative Coordinate versus Theoretical, Manual Counting and Fringe Track
Displacement Values along Grid Line (0, 0, REL)

Relative
Coordinate

Theoretical
Values

Manual
Counting

Fringe
Track

0.0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1.0

0.0000
0.1420
0.5490
1.1910
2.0380
3.0620
4.2329
5.5219
6.9001
8.3330
9.7989

0.0000
0.5321
1.2000
1.7150
2.4550
3.3490
4.4300
5.6380
6.9350
8.3570
9.8230

0.0000
0.4841
0.9893
1.6000
2.2570
3.2580
4.2170
5.6240
6.9080
8.3140
9.7940

Table A.8:

Relative Coordinate versus Theoretical, Manual Counting, and Fringe Track
Displacement Values along Grid Line (0, 12.7, REL)

Relative
Coordinate

Theoretical
Values

Manual
Counting

Fringe
Track

0.0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1.0

0.0000
0.1420
0.5490
1.1910
2.0380
3.0620
4.2329
5.5219
6.9001
8.3330
9.7989

0.0000
0.5559
1.1430
1.7220
2.4520
3.3420
4.4350
5.6320
6.9320
8.3500
9.8220

0.0000
0.4041
0.9904
1.6320
2.2940
3.1840
4.2530
5.5410
6.9010
8.3380
9.7740
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Table A.9:

Relative Coordinate versus Theoretical, Manual Counting and Fringe Track
Displacement Values along Grid Line (0, -12.7, REL)

Relative
Coordinate

Theoretical
Values

Manual
Counting

Fringe
Track

0.0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1.0

0.0000
0.1420
0.5490
1.1910
2.0380
3.0620
4.2329
5.5219
6.9001
8.3330
9.7989

0.0000
0.4777
1.1500
1.7250
2.4810
3.3560
4.4410
5.6420
6.9380
8.3660
9.8182

0.0000
0.3575
1.0000
1.4200
2.3130
3.1510
4.1600
5.2150
6.9060
8.3300
9.8040

Table A.IO:

Relative Coordinate versus Theoretical, Manual Counting, and Fringe Track
Displacement Values along Grid Line (-30.5, 0, REL)

Relative
Coordinate

Theoretical
Values

Manual
Counting

Fringe
Track

0.0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1.0

0.0000
0.1420
0.5490
1.1910
2.0380
3.0620
4.2329
5.5219
6.9001
8.3330
9.7989

0.0000
0.5055
1.1090
1.8240
2.5910
3.4770
4.5450
5.7320
6.9860
8.3130
9.7990

0.0000
0.3803
0.8721
1.6230
2.3160
3.0540
4.3020
5.5310
6.8870
8.2630
9.8090
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Table A.ll:

Relative Coordinate versus Theoretical, Manual Counting and Fringe Track
Displacement Values along Grid Line (-61, 0, REL)

Relative
Coordinate

Theoretical
Values

Manual
Counting

Fringe
Track

0.0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1.0

0.0000
0.1420
0.5490
1.1910
2.0380
3.0620
4.2329
5.5219
6.9001
8.3330
9.7989

0.0000
0.3645
0.9459
1.5780
2.2900
3.2590
4.3730
5.6620
6.9700
8.4120
9.8180

0.0000
0.3509
0.9761
1.4400
1.9900
2.9140
3.9770
5.5010
6.9000
8.2990
9.7930

Table A.12:

Relative Coordinate versus Theoretical, Manual Counting, and Fringe Track
Displacement Values along Grid Line (0, 0, REL) for Translucent Method

Relative
Coordinate

Theoretical
Values

Manual
Counting

Fringe
Track

0.0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1.0

0.0000
0.1420
0.5490
1.1910
2.0380
3.0620
4.2329
5.5219
6.9001
8.3330
9.7989

0.0000
0.3811
0.7119
1.6000
2.4110
3.3240
4.3160
5.6030
6.8840
8.3030
9.7530

0.0000
0.3569
0.5600
1.1000
2.2900
3.0550
4.2360
5.4870
6.8800
8.3450
9.8140
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Table A.13:

Relative Coordinate versus Theoretical, Manual Counting and Fringe Track
Displacement Values along Grid Line (-30.5, 0, REL) for Translucent
Method

Relative
Coordinate

Theoretical
Values

Manual
Counting

Fringe
Track

0.0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1.0

0.0000
0.1420
0.5490
1.1910
2.0380
3.0620
4.2329
5.5219
6.9001
8.3330
9.7989

0.0000
0.4975
1.0770
1.8050
2.5900
3.4680
4.4600
5.6260
6.9410
8.2640
9.7280

0.0000
0.4126
0.9596
1.6330
2.5110
3.3250
4.4884
5.6320
6.9260
8.2890
9.7780

Table A.14:

Relative Coordinate versus Theoretical, Manual Counting, and Fringe Track
Displacement Values along Grid Line (-61, 0, REL) for Translucent
Method

Relative
Coordinate

Theoretical
Values

Manual
Counting

Fringe
Track

0.0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1.0

0.0000
0.1420
0.5490
1.1910
2.0380
3.0620
4.2329
5.5219
6.9001
8.3330
9.7989

0.0000
0.2616
0.7199
1.3430
2.1860
3.1380
4.1380
5.6240
6.8200
8.3000
9.6690

0.0000
0.2660
0.6530
1.3290
2.0610
3.0580
3.9890
5.3870
6.4530
8.3250
9.7900
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Table A.15: Fringe Track Displacement Values for line (O,O,REL) in Mirror method.

datain: fixed data in mm:
wavelength to be used in laser
point of illumination [ 1]
point of illumination [2]
point of illumination [3]
point of observation [ 1]
point of observation [2]
point of observation [3]

:6.943e-004
:[1054.0, 1825.6, 0.0]
:[1054.0, 1825.6, 0.0]
:[1054.0, 1825.6, 0.0]
:[701.4, 1652.3, 0.0]
:[1054.0, -1825.6, 0.0]
:[454.7, 1320.5, 1151.3]

results: obtained from holographic analysis in mm:
point on object surface
angles alpha in degrees
parameter
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined fringe order
displacement components
magnitude

:[0.0, 0.0, -150.0]
:[7.013, 119.502. 40.114]
:[1.173256,1.000000,1.107108]
:[0.444897, 0.824386, 0.074919]
:[1.075788, 0.000000, 0.148441]
:[0.399834, 0.792399, 0.400640]
:[0.0, 0.0, 0.0]
:[0.000e+000, O.OOOe+OOO, 0.000e+000]
:O.OOOe+OOO mm

point on object surface
angles alpha in degrees
parameter
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined fringe order
displacement components
magnitude

:[0.0, 0.0, -120.0]
:[7.008, 119.680, 40.271]
:[1.173658,1.000000,1.118007]
:[0.445367, 0.825132, 0.060300]
:[1.079853, 0.000000, 0.119796]
:[0.400443, 0.793515, 0.388755]
:[0.3, 0.5, 0.6]
:[2.766e-004, -5.139e-005, 3.906e-004]
:4.814e-004 mm

point on object surface
angles alpha in degrees
parameter
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined fringe order

:[0.0, 0.0, -90.0]
:[7.004, 119.820, 40.414]
:[1.173971,1.000000,1.129213]
:[0.445733, 0.825714, 0.045496]
:[1.083044, 0.000000, 0.090576]
:[0.400946, 0.794441, 0.376676]
:[0.7, 1.3, 1.1]
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Table A.15 Continued
displacement components
magnitude

:[7.823e-004. -1.596e-004, 5.843e-004]
:9.893e-004 mm

point on object surface
angles alpha in degrees
parameter
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined fringe order
displacement components
magnitude

:[0.0, 0.0, -60.0]
:[7.001, 119.920, 40.544]
:[1.174196,1.000000,1.140726]
:[0.445995, 0.826130, 0.030510]
:[1.085341, 0.000000, 0.060833]
:[0.401343, 0.795175, 0.364405]
:[1.5, 2.4, 1.7]
:[1.505e-003, -1.997e-004, 5.045e-004]
: 1.600e-003 mm

point on object surface
angles alpha in degrees
parameter
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined fringe order
displacement components
magnitude

:[0.0, 0.0, -30.0]
:[6.999, 119.980, 40.660]
:[1.174331 ,1.000000,1.152547]
:[0.446153, 0.826380, 0.015344]
:[1.086725, 0.000000, 0.030622]
:[0.401630, 0.795714, 0.351940]
:[2.5, 3.5, 2.4]
:[2.226e-003, -1.559e-004, 3.367e-004]
:2.257e-003 mm

point on object surface
angles alpha in degrees
parameter
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined fringe order
displacement components
magnitude

:[0.0, 0.0, 0.0]
:[6.999, 120.000, 40.761]
:[1.174376,1.000000,1.164674]
:[0.446205, 0.826463, 0.000000]
:[1.087188, 0.000000, 0.000000]
:[0.401808, 0.796056, 0.339284]
:[4.0, 5.1, 3.4]
:[3.257e-003, -7.513e-005, 3.022e-005]
:3.258e-003 mm

point on object surface
angles alpha in degrees
parameter
determined unit vector
determined unit vector

:[0.0, 0.0, 30.0]
:[6.999, 119.980, 40.847]
:[1.174331,1.000000,1.177105]
:[0.446153, 0.826380, -0.015519]
:[1.086725, 0.000000, -0.030971]
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Table A.15 Continued
determined unit vector
determined fringe order
displacement components
magnitude

:[0.401874, 0.796197, 0.326437]
:[5.3, 6.6. 4.5]
:[4.216e-003, -4.516e-005, 2.618e-005]
:4.217e-003 mm

point on object surface
angles alpha in degrees
parameter
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined fringe order
displacement components
magnitude

:[0.0, 0.0, 60.0]
:[7.001, 119.920, 40.917]
:[1.174196,1.000000,1.189837]
:[0.445995, 0.826130, -0.031210]
:[1.085341, 0.000000, -0.062229]
:[0.401828, 0.796136, 0.313401]
:[6.7' 8.8, 5.5]
:[5.619e-003, -2.994e-004, 6.001e-005]
:5.624e-003 mm

point on object surface
angles alpha in degrees
parameter
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined fringe order
displacement components
magnitude

:[0.0, 0.0, 90.0]
:[7.004, 119.820, 40.971]
:[1.173971,1.000000,1.202867]
:[0.445733, 0.825714, -0.047070]
:[1.083044, 0.000000, -0.093709]
:[0.401669, 0.795873, 0.300176]
:[7.4, 10.6, 6.9]
:[6.844e-003, -5.333e-004, 7.746e-004]
:6.908e-003 mm

point on object surface
angles alpha in degrees
parameter
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined fringe order
displacement components
magnitude

:[0.0, 0.0, 120.0]
:[7.008, 119.680, 41.007]
:[1.173658,1.000000,1.216189]
:[0.445367, 0.825132, -0.063095]
:[1.079853, 0.000000, -0.125349]
:[0.401397, 0.795406, 0.286766]
:[9.6, 12.9, 8.4]
:[8.297e-003, -4.038e-004, 3.636e-004]
:8.314e-003 mm

point on object surface
angles alpha in degrees
parameter

:[0.0, 0.0, 150.0]
:[7.008, 119.680, 41.007]
:[1.173658,1.000000,1.216189]
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Table A.15 Continued
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined fringe order
displacement components
magnitude

:[0.445367' 0.825132, -0.063095]
:[1.079853, 0.000000, -0.125349]
:[0.401397' 0.795406, 0.286766]
:[10.4, 15.0, 9.6]
:[9.712e-003, -7.833e-004, 9.852e-004]
:9.794e-003 mm
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Table A.16:

Fringe Track Displacement Values forline (0,-12.7,REL) in Mirror method.

datain: fixed data in mm:
wavelength to be used in laser
point of illumination [ 1]
point of illumination [2]
point of illumination [3]
point of observation [1]
point of observation [2]
point of observation [3]

:6. 943e-004
:[1054.0, 1825.6, 0.0]
:[1054.0, 1825.6, 0.0]
:[1054.0, 1825.6, 0.0]
:[701.4, 1652.3, 0.0]
:[1054.0, -1825.6, 0.0]
:[454.7, 1320.5, 1151.3]

results: obtained from holographic analysis in mm:
point on object surface
angles alpha in degrees
parameter
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined fringe order
displacement components
magnitude

:[0.0, -12.7, -150.0]
:[6.998, 119.500, 39.900]
:[1.171769,1.010436,1.107750]
:[0.442348, 0.830205, 0.074554]
:[1.069467, 0.003027, 0.147715]
:[0.397328, 0.797612, 0.398507]
:[0.0, 0.0, 0.0]
: [O.OOOe+OO, 0.000e+00, 0. OOOe+OO]
:O.OOOe+OOO mm

point on object surface
angles alpha in degrees
parameter
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined fringe order
[Bdisplacement components
magnitude

:[0.0, -12.7, -120.0]
:[6.993, 119.679, 40.053]
:[1.172162,1.010456,1.118554]
:[0.442809, 0.830956, 0.060002]
:[1.073493, 0.003022, 0.119203]
:[0.397922, 0.798722, 0.386648]
:[0.3, 0.4, 0.5]
:[2.269e-04, -1.525e-05, 2.758e-04]
:3.575e-004 mm

point on object surface
angles alpha in degrees
parameter
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined unit vector

:[0.0, -12.7, -90.0]
:[6.989, 119.818, 40.193]
:[1.172469,1.010470,1.129660]
:[0.443169, 0.831542, 0.045269]
:[1.076655, 0.003018, 0.090123]
:[0.398413, 0.799642, 0.374597]
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Table A.l6 Continued
determined fringe order
displacement components
magnitude

:[0.7, 1.4, 1.0]
:[8.606e-04, -1.921e-04, 4.815e-04]
: 1.005e-003 mm

point on object surface
angles alpha in degrees
parameter
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined fringe order
displacement components
magnitude

:[0.0, -12.7, -60.0]
:[6.987, 119.918, 40.319]
:[1.172690,1.010481,1.141066]
:[0.443427, 0.831961, 0.030356]
:[1.078930, 0.003015, 0.060525]
:[0.398799, 0.800370, 0.362355]
:[1.5, 2.2, 1.4]
:[1.405e-03, -1.278e-04, 1.648e-04]
: 1.420e-003 mm

point on object surface
angles alpha in degrees
parameter
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined fringe order
displacement components
magnitude

:[0.0, -12.7' -30.0]
:[6.985, 119.979, 40.432]
:[1.172822,1.010487 ,1.152773]
:[0.443582, 0.832213, 0.015266]
:[1.080301, 0.003013, 0.030465]
:[0.399078, 0.800902, 0.349923]
:[2.2, 3.5, 2.3]
:[2.235e-03, -2.813e-04, 5.270e-04]
:2.313e-003 mm

point on object surface
angles alpha in degrees
parameter
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined fringe order
displacement components
magnitude

:[0.0, -12.7, 0.0]
:[6.984, 119.999, 40.530]
:[1.172866,1.010490,1.164780]
:[0.443633, 0.832297, 0.000000]
:[1.080760, 0.003012, 0.000000]
:[0.399249, 0.801236, 0.337301]
:[3.5, 4.8, 3.5]
:[3.084e-03, -1.813e-04, 6.20le-04]
:3.151e-003 mm

point on object surface
angles alpha in degrees
parameter
determined unit vector

:[0.0, -12.7, 30.0]
:[6.985, 119.979, 40.613]
:[1.172822,1.010487 ,1.177083]
:[0.443582, 0.832213, -0.015438]
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Table A.l6 Continued
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined fringe order
displacement components
magnitude

:(1.080301, 0.003013, -0.030809]
:[0.399311, 0.801369, 0.324490]
:[4.9, 6.3, 4.9]
:[4.072e-03, -1.070e-04, 8.429e-04]
:4.160e-003 mm

point on object surface
angles alpha in degrees
parameter
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined fringe order
displacement components
magnitude

:[0.0, -12.7, 60.0]
:[6.987, 119.918, 40.680]
:[1.172690,1.010481,1.189681]
:[0.443427, 0.831961, -0.031046]
:(1.078930, 0.003015, -0.061899]
:[0.399263, 0.801301, 0.311492]
:[6.9, 8.1, 5.2]
:[5.165e-03, 1.051e-04, -7.101e-04]
:5.215e-003 mm

point on object surface
angles alpha in degrees
parameter
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined fringe order
displacement components
magnitude

:[0.0, -12.7, 90.0]
:[6.989, 119.818, 40.731]
:[ 1.172469' 1.010470, 1.202569]
:[0.443169, 0.831542, -0.046819]
:[1.076655, 0.003018, -0.093208]
:[0.399104, 0.801029, 0.298308]
:[6.8, 10.2, 7.1]
:[6.697e-03, -6.369e-04, 1.564e-03]
:6.906e-003 mm

point on object surface
angles alpha in degrees
parameter
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined fringe order
displacement components
magnitude

:[0.0, -12.7, 120.0]
:[6.993, 119.679, 40.766]
:[1.172162,1.010456,1.215741]
:[0.442809, 0.830956, -0.062755]
:[1.073493, 0.003022, -0.124671]
:[0.398834, 0.800553, 0.284941]
:[8.1, 12.3, 8.3]
:[8.116e-03, -8.067e-04, 1.694e-03]
:8.330e-003 mm

point on object surface
angles alpha in degrees

:[0.0, -12.7, 150.0]
:[6.998, 119.500, 40.783]
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Table A.16 Continued
parameter
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined fringe order
displacement components
magnitude

:[1.171769,1.010436,1.229193]
:[0.442348, 0.830205, -0.078849]
:[1.069467, 0.003027, -0.156225]
:[0.398454, 0.799872, 0.271391]
:[9.5, 14.4, 9.7]
:[9.565e-03, -9.320e-04, 1.941e-03]
:9.804e-003 mm
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Table A.17:

Fringe Track Displacement Values for line (0, 12.7, REL) in Mirror
method.

datain: fixed data in mm:
wavelength to be used in laser
point of illumination [ 1]
point of illumination [2]
point of illumination [3]
point of observation [1]
point of observation [2]
point of observation [3]

:6.943e-004
:[1054.0, 1825.6, 0.0]
:[1054.0, 1825.6, 0.0]
:[1054.0, 1825.6, 0.0]
:[701.4, 1652.3, 0.0]
:[1054.0, -1825.6, 0.0]
:[454.7, 1320.5, 1151.3]

results: obtained from holographic analysis in mm:
point on object surface
angles alpha in degrees
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined fringe order
displacement components
magnitude

:[0.0, 12.7, -150.0]
:[7.028, 119.500, 40.330]
:[0.447472, 0.818603, 0.075286]
:[1.082118, -0.003027, 0.149164]
:[0.402369, 0.787222, 0.402788]
:[0.0, 0.0, 0.0]
:[0.000e+000, O.OOOe+OOO, O.OOOe+OOO]
:O.OOOe+OOO mm

point on object surface
angles alpha in degrees
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined fringe order
displacement components
magnitude

:[0.0, 12.7, -120.0]
:[7.023, 119.679, 40.490]
:[0.447950, 0.819344, 0.060599]
:[1.086221, -0.003022, 0.120386]
:[0.402993, 0.788343, 0.390877]
:[0.3, 0.5, 0.5]
:[2.870e-04, -5.018e-05, 2.786e-04]
:4.031e-004 mm

point on object surface
angles alpha in degrees
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined fringe order
displacement components
magnitude

:[0.0, 12.7, -90.0]
:[7.018, 119.818, 40.637]
:[0.448323, 0.819922, 0.045724]
:[1.089443, -0.003018, 0.091027]
:[0.403509, 0.789276, 0.378771]
:[0.8, 1.4, 1.1]
:[8.486e-04, -1.518e-04, 4.874e-04]
:9.904e-004 mm
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Table A.1 7 Continued
point on object surface
angles alpha in degrees
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined fringe order
displacement components
magnitude

:[0.0, 12.7, -60.0]
:[7.015, 119.918, 40.770]
:[0.448590, 0.820336, 0.030665]
:[1.091761, -0.003015, 0.061140]
:[0.403916, 0.790017, 0.366470]
:[1.8, 2.4, 2.1]
:[1.488e-03, -7.467e-05, 6.429e-04]
: 1.623e-003 mm

point on object surface
angles alpha in degrees
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined fringe order
displacement components
magnitude

:[0.0, 12.7, -30.0]
:[7.013, 119.979, 40.890]
:[0.448750, 0.820584, 0.015423]
:[1.093158, -0.003013, 0.030778]
:[0.404213, 0.790563, 0.353974]
:[2.9, 3.6, 2.7]
:[2.278e-03, -2.173e-05, 2.732e-04]
:2.294e-003 mm

point on object surface
angles alpha in degrees
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined fringe order
displacement components
magnitude

:[0.0, 12.7, 0.0]
:[7.013, 119.979, 40.890]
:[0.448750, 0.820584, 0.015423]
:[1.093158, -0.003013, 0.030778]
:[0.404213, 0.790563, 0.353974]
:[4.1, 5.0, 3.7]
:[3.167e-03, 8.039e-07, 2.538e-04]
:3 .184e-003 mm

point on object surface
angles alpha in degrees
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
deternnined fringe order
displacement components
magnitude

:[0.0, 12.7, 30.0]
:[7.013, 119.979, 41.083]
:[0.448750, 0.820584, -0.015600]
:[1.093158, -0.003013, -0.031132]
:[0.404467, 0.791062, 0.328402]
:[5.5, 6.7, 4.6]
:[4.252e-03, 4.579e-06, -5.566e-05]
:4.253e-003 mm

point on object surface
angles alpha in degrees

:[0.0, 12.7, 60.0]
:[7.015, 119.918, 41.156]
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Table A.17 Continued
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined fringe order
displacement components
magnitude

:[0.448590, 0.820336, -0.031376]
:[1.091761, -0.003015, -0.062557]
:[0.404424, 0.791009, 0.315327]
:[6.5, 8.4, 6.6]
:[5.404e-03, -1.531e-04, 1.214e-03]
:5.541e-003 mm

point on object surface
angles alpha in degrees
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined fringe order
displacement components
magnitude

:[0.0, 12.7, 90.0]
:[7.018, 119.818, 41.212]
:[0.448323, 0.819922, -0.047323]
:[1.089443, -0.003018, -0.094209]
:[0.404265, 0.790755, 0.302062]
:[8.0, 10.5, 7.9]
:[6.781e-003, 2.419e-004, 1.257e-03]
:6.901e-003 mm

point on object surface
angles alpha in degrees
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined fringe order
displacement components
magnitude

:[0.0, 12.7' 120.0]
:[7.023, 119.679, 41.251]
:[0.447950, 0.819344, -0.063437]
:[1.086221, -0.003022, -0.126025]
:[0.403991, 0.790296, 0.288608]
:[9.6, 12.5, 9.7]
:[8.152e-03, -2.474e-004, 1.733e-03]
:8.338e-003 mm

point on object surface
angles alpha in degrees
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined fringe order
displacement components
magnitude

:[0.0, 12.7, 150.0]
:[7.028, 119.500, 41.272]
:[0.447472, 0.818603, -0.079716]
:[1.082118, -0.003027, -0.157941]
:[0.403602, 0.789633, 0.274967]
:[11.3, 14.5, 11.5)
:[9.541e-003, -2.089e-004, 2.110e-03]
:9.774e-003 mm
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Table A.l8:

Fringe Track Displacement Values for line (-30.5, 0.0, REL) in Mirror
method.

datain: fixed data in mm:
wavelength to be used in laser
point of illumination [1]
point of illumination [2]
point of illumination [3]
point of observation [ 1]
point of observation [2]
point of observation [3]

:6.943e-004
:[1054.0, 1825.6, 0.0]
:[1054.0, 1825.6, 0.0]
:[1054.0, 1825.6, 0.0]
:[701.4, 1652.3, 0.0]
:[1054.0, -1825.6, 0.0]
:[454.7, 1320.5, 1151.3]

results: obtained from holographic analysis in mm:
point on object interior
proj.point of illumination[!]
proj.point of illumination[2]
proj.point of illumination[3]
proj.point of observation[!]
proj.point of observation[2]
proj.point of observation[3]
angles alpha in degrees
reduced wavelength
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined fringe order
disp. from macrofringe
displacement components
magnitude

:[-30.5, 0.0, -150.0]
:[704.6, 1995.4, -48.3]
:[704.6, 1995.4, -48.3]
:[704.6, 1995.4, -48.3]
:[465.9, 1741.3, -48.3]
:[704.6, -1995.4, -48.3]
:[298.1. 1670.5, 731.2]
:[4.333, 139.199, 26.120]
:4.691e-004
:[0.309729, 0.878216, 0.050449]
:[1.076725, 0.000000, 0.144581]
:[0.270224, 0.883828, 0.260448]
:[0.0, 0.0, 0.0]
:[0.000000, 0.000000, 0.000000]
:[0 .000e+00,0.000e+00,0.000e+00]
: O.OOOe+OOO mm

point on object interior
proj.point of illumination[!]
proj.point of illumination[2]
proj.point of illumination[3]
proj.point of observation[!]
proj.point of observation[2]
proj.point of observation[3]
angles alpha in degrees
reduced wavelength
determined unit vector
determined unit vector

:[-30.5, 0.0, -120.0]
:[704.3, 1994.5, -38.7]
:[704.3, 1994.5, -38.7]
:[704.3, 1994.5, -38.7]
:[465.6, 1740.1, -38.7]
:[704.3, -1994.5, -38.7]
:[298.4, 1657.4, 741.8]
:[4.326, 139.326, 26.287]
:4.691e-004
:[0.309877, 0.878499, 0.040580]
:[1.080580, 0.000000, 0.116655]
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Table A.l8 Continued
determined unit vector
determined fringe order
disp. from macrofringe
displacement components
magnitude

:[0.270601, 0.881519, 0.252906]
:[0.4, 0.6, 0.3]
:[0.000094, 0.000405, 0.000072]
:[3. 782e-04,-2.505e-05,-3.156e-05]
:3.803e-004 mm

point on object interior
proj.point of illumination[!]
proj.point of illumination[2]
proj .point of illumination[3]
proj.point of observation[!]
proj.point of observation[2]
proj.point of observation[3]
angles alpha in degrees
reduced wavelength
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined fringe order
disp. from macrofringe
displacement components
magnitude

:[ -30.5, 0.0, -90.0]
:[704.0, 1993.7, -29.0]
:[704.0, 1993.7, -29.0]
:[704.0, 1993.7, -29.0]
: [465.3, 1739.2, -29.0]
:[704.0, -1993.7, -29.0]
:[298.2, 1645.3, 750.9]
:[4.320, 139.425, 26.406]
:4.69le-004
:[0.309992, 0.878720, 0.030603]
:[1.083605, 0.000000, 0.088185]
:[0.270752, 0.879256, 0.244837]
:[1.0, 1.4, 0.9]
:[0.000235, 0.000947, 0.000217]
:[8.679e-04, -4.167e-05, 7.555e-05]
:8.72le-004 mm

point on object interior
proj.point of illumination[!]
proj.point of illumination[2]
proj.point of illumination[3]
proj.point of observation[!]
proj.point of observation[2]
proj.point of observation[3]
angles alpha in degrees
reduced wavelength
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined fringe order
disp. from macrofringe
displacement components
magnitude

:[-30.5, 0.0, -60.0]
:[703.8, 1993.2, -19.4]
:[703.8, 1993.2, -19.4]
:[703.8, 1993.2, -19.4]
:[465.1, 1738.5, -19.4]
:[703.8, -1993.2, -19.4]
:[298.0, 1633.5, 760.0]
:[4.316, 139.495, 26.516]
:4.691e-004
:[0.310075, 0.878878, 0.020515]
:[1.085781, 0.000000, 0.059219]
:[0.270859, 0.876893, 0.236664]
:[1.8, 2.6, 1.6]
:[0.000423, 0.001762, 0.000386]
:[1.616e-03, -9.223e-05, 1.215e-04]
: 1.623e-003 mm
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Table A.18 Continued
point on object interior
proj.point of illumination[l]
proj.point of illumination[2]
proj.point of illumination[3]
proj.point of observation[!]
proj.point of observation[2]
proj .point of observation[3]
angles alpha in degrees
reduced wavelength
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined fringe order
disp. from macrofringe
displacement components
magnitude

:[-30.5, 0.0, -30.0]
:[704.4, 1992.6, -9.7]
:[704.4, 1992.6, -9.7]
:[704.4, 1992.6, -9.7]
:[464.9. 1738.2, -9.7]
:[704.4, -1992.6, -9.7]
:[298.4, 1620.9, 770.8]
:[4.339, 139.493, 26.664]
:4.691e-004
:[0.310281, 0.878919, 0.010319]
:[1.087092, 0.000000, 0.029806]
:[0.271313, 0.874234, 0.228839]
:[3.0, 3.7, 2.4]
:[0.000704, 0.002507, 0.000579]
:[2.311e-03, -1.262e-05, -1.632e-04]
:2.316e-003 mm

point on object interior
proj.point of illumination[!]
proj.point of illumination[2]
proj.point of illumination[3]
proj.point of observation[!]
proj.point of observation[2]
proj.point of observation[3]
angles alpha in degrees
reduced wavelength
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined fringe order
disp. from macrofringe
displacement components
magnitude

:[-30.5, 0.0, 0.0]
:[704.4, 1992.4, 0.0]
:[704.4, 1992.4, 0.0]
:[704.4, 1992.4, 0.0]
:[464.9, 1738.1, 0.0]
:[704.4, -1992.4, 0.0]
:[297.9, 1609.8, 779.3]
:[4.338, 139.507, 26.737]
:4.691e-004
:[0.310298, 0.878951, 0.000000]
:[1.087530, 0.000000, 0.000000]
:[0.271240, 0.871742, 0.220248]
:[4.2, 4.9, 3.6]
:[0.000986mm, 0.003321mm, 0.000868mm]
:[3.054e-003, 4.349e-005, 7.584e-006]
:3.054e-003 mm

point on object interior
proj.point of illumination[l]
proj.point of illumination[2]
proj.point of illumination[3]
proj.point of observation[!]
proj.point of observation[2]

:[ -30.5, 0.0, 30.0]
:[704.4, 1992.6, 9.7]
:[704.4, 1992.6, 9.7]
:[704.4, 1992.6, 9.7]
:[464.9, 1738.2, 9.7]
:[704.4, -1992.6, 9.7]
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Table A.l8 Continued
proj.point of observation[3]
angles alpha in degrees
reduced wavelength
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined fringe order
disp. from macrofringe
displacement components
magnitude

:[298.2, 1598.0, 789.5]
:[4.339, 139.493, 26.844]
:4.691e-004
:[0.310281, 0.878919, -0.010436]
:[1.087092, 0.000000, -0.030144]
:[0.271344, 0.869010, 0.212036]
:[5.7' 6.9, 4.6]
:[0.001338, 0.004675, 0.001109]
:[4.293e-03, 3.420e-06, -2.764e-04]
:4.302e-003 mm

point on object interior
proj.point of illumination[!]
proj.point of illumination[2]
proj.point of illumination[3]
proj.point of observation[!]
proj.point of observation[2]
proj.point of observation[3]
angles alpha in degrees
reduced wavelength
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined fringe order
disp. from macrofringe
displacement components
magnitude

:[-30.5, 0.0, 60.0]
:[704.6, 1992.9, 19.3]
:[704.6, 1992.9, 19.3]
:[704.6, 1992.9, 19.3]
:[465.0, 1738.6, 19.4]
:[704.6, -1992.9, 19.3]
:[298.4, 1586.3, 799.7]
:[4.342, 139.450, 26.941]
:4.691e-004
:[0.310232, 0.878825, -0.020990]
:[1.085781, 0.000000, -0.060568]
:[0.271402, 0.866194, 0.203707]
:[6.9, 8.7, 6.6]
:[0.001620, 0.005889, 0.001592]
:[5.469e-03, -6.825e-05, 8.179e-04]
:5.53le-003 mm

point on object interior
proj.point of illumination[!]
proj.point of illumination[2]
proj.point of illumination[3]
proj.point of observation[!]
proj.point of observation[2]
proj.point of observation[3]
angles alpha in degrees
reduced wavelength
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined unit vector

:[-30.5, 0.0, 90.0]
:[704.4, 1992.6, 9.7]
:[704.4, 1992.6, 9.7]
:[704.4, 1992.6, 9.7]
:[464.9, 1738.2, 9.7]
:[704.4, -1992.6, 9.7]
:[298.2, 1598.0, 789.5]
:[4.339, 139.493, 26.844]
:4.691e-004
:[0.310281, 0.878919, -0.010436]
:[1.087092, 0.000000, -0.030144]
:[0.271344, 0.869010, 0.212036]
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Table A.l8 Continued
determined fringe order
disp. from macrofringe
displacement components
magnitude

:[8.4, 11.0, 7.5]
:[0.001972, 0.007453, 0.001809]
:[6.869e-03, -1.761e-04, 4.612e-04]
:6.887e-003 mm

point on object interior
proj.point of illumination[!]
proj.point of illumination[2]
proj.point of illumination[3]
proj.point of observation[!]
proj.point of observation[2]
proj.point of observation[3]
angles alpha in degrees
reduced wavelength
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined fringe orderdisp. from macrofringe
displacement components
magnitude

:[ -30.5, 0.0, 120.0]
:[703.5, 1994.7, 38.8]
:[703.5, 1994.7, 38.8]
:[703.5, 1994.7, 38.8]
:[465.5, 1740.1, 38.7]
:[703.5, -1994.7, 38.8]
:[298.2, 1564.7, 818.7]
:[4.307, 139.371, 27.039]
:4.691e-004
:[0.309662, 0.878570, -0.042423]
:[1.080580, 0.000000, -0.122026]
:[0.270776, 0.860545, 0.186283]
:[11.7, 12.7, 11.5]
:[0.002746, 0.008580, 0.002774]
:[8.113e-03,3.401e-04,1.529e-03]
:8.263e-003 mm

point on object interior
proj.point of illumination[!]
proj.point of illumination[2]
proj.point of illumination[3]
proj.point of observation[!]
proj .point of observation[2]
proj.point of observation[3]
angles alpha in degrees
reduced wavelength
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined fringe order
disp. from macrofringe
displacement components
magnitude

:[-30.5, 0.0, 150.0]
:[703.8, 1995.7, 48.4]
:[703.8, 1995.7, 48.4]
:[703.8, 1995.7, 48.4]
:[464.7' 1741.6, 48.5]
:[703.8, -1995.7, 48.4]
:[298.5, 1553.7. 828.9]
:[4.349, 139.244, 27.100]
:4.691e-004
:[0.309224, 0.878371, -0.053273]
:[1.076725, 0.000000, -0.152942]
:[0.270701, 0.857482, 0.177622]
:[11.2, 13.7' 10.6]
:[0.002629, 0.009229, 0.002558]
:[9.734e-03, -1.212e-05, 1.147e-03]
:9.809e-003 mm
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Table A.l9:

Fringe Track Displacement Values for line (-61,0, REL) in Mirror method.

datain: fixed data in mm:
wavelength to be used in laser
point of illumination [ 1]
point of illumination [2]
point of illumination [3]
point of observation [1]
point of observation [2]
point of observation [3]

:6.943e-004
:[1054.0, 1825.6, 0.0]
:[1054.0, 1825.6, 0.0]
:[1054.0, 1825.6, 0.0]
:[701.4, 1652.3, 0.0]
:[1054.0, -1825.6, 0.0]
:[454.7, 1320.5, 1151.3]

results: obtained from holographic analysis in mm:
point on object interior
proj.point of illumination[!]
proj.point of illumination[2]
proj.point of illumination[3]
proj.point of observation[!]
proj.point of observation[2]
proj.point of observation[3]
angles alpha in degrees
reduced wavelength
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined fringe order
d.isp. from macrofringe
displacement components
magnitude

:[ -61.0, 0.0, -150.0]
:[693.8, 2004.9, -48.5]
:[693.8, 2004.9, -48.5]
:[693.8. 2004.9, -48.5]
:[455.7, 1748.5, -48.3]
:[693.8, -2004.9, -48.5]
:[288.5, 1675.0, 731.9]
:[4.189, 138.400, 25.969]
:4.691e-004
:[0.317655, 0.875627, 0.050110]
:[1.077542, 0.000000, 0.140936]
:[0.278789, 0.880439, 0.259359]
:[0.0, 0.0, 0.0]
:[0.000000, 0.000000, 0.000000]
:[O.OOOe+OOO, O.OOOe+OO, O.OOOe+OO]
:O.OOOe+OOO mm

point on object interior
proj.point of illumination[!]
proj.point of illumination[2]
proj.point of illumination[3]
proj.point of observation[!]
proj.point of observation[2]
proj.point of observation[3]
angles alpha in degrees
reduced wavelength
determined unit vector

:[ -61.0, 0.0, -120.0]
:[693.4, 2003.9, -38.8]
:[693.4, 2003.9, -38.8]
:[693.4, 2003.9, -38.8]
:[455.3, 1747.3, -38.7]
:[693.4, -2003.9, -38.8]
:[288.0, 1663.3, 740.3]
:[4.181, 138.52:2., 26.074]
:4.691e-004
:[0.317804, 0.875904, 0.040306]
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Table A.19 Continued
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined fringe order
disp. from macrofringe
displacement components
magnitude

:(1.081202, 0.000000, 0.113689]
:[0.278898, 0.878351, 0.251237]
:[0.3, 0.4, 0.5]
:[0.000070, 0.000265, 0.000120]
:[2.159e-04, -1.070e-05, 2.768e-04]
:3.513e-004 mm

point on object interior
proj.point of illumination[l]
proj.point of illumination[2]
proj.point of illumination[3]
proj .point of observation[ 1]
proj.point of observation[2]
proj.point of observation[3]
angles alpha in degrees
reduced wavelength
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined fringe order
disp. from macrofringe
displacement components
magnitude

:[ -61.0, 0.0, -90.0]
:[693.1, 2003.2, -29.1]
:[693.1, 2003.2, -29.1]
:[693.1, 2003.2, -29.1]
:[455.1, 1746.4, -29.1]
:[693.1, -2003.2, -29.1]
:[288.2, 1650.6, 750.5]
:[4.175, 138.617' 26.218]
:4.691e-004
:[0.317921, 0.876120, 0.030394]
:[1.084074, 0.000000, 0.085928]
:[0.279196, 0.875986, 0.243528]
:[1.0, 1.0, 1.6]
:[0.000235, 0.000664, 0.000385]
:[5.484e-04, 4.091e-05,8.064e-04]
:9.761e-004 mm

point on object interior
proj.point of illumination[l]
proj.point of illumination[2]
proj.point of illumination[3]
proj.point of observation[!]
proj.point of observation[2]
proj.point of observation[3]
angles alpha in degrees
reduced wavelength
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined fringe order
disp. from macrofringe
displacement components
magnitude

:[-61.0, 0.0, -60.0]
:[694.5, 2002.0, -19.3]
:[694.5, 2002.0, -19.3]
:[694.5, 2002.0, -19.3]
:[454.9, 1745.8, -19.4]
:[694.5, -2002.0, -19.3]
:[288.4, 1638.1, 760.8]
:[4.217, 138.593, 26.363]
:4.69le-004
:[0.318384, 0.876146, 0.020395]
:[1.086138, 0.000000, 0.057695]
:[0.279838, 0.873408, 0.235732]
:[1.9, 2.0, 2.4]
:[0.000446, 0.001327, 0.000578]
:[1.178e-03, 6.176e-05, 8.256e-04]
: 1.440e-003 mm
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Table A.l9 Continued
point on object interior
proj.point of illumination[l]
proj.point of illumination[2]
proj.point of illumination[3]
proj.point of observation[!]
proj.point of observation[2]
proj.point of observation[3]
angles alpha in degrees
reduced wavelength
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined fringe order
disp. from macrofringe
displacement components
magnitude

:[ -61.0, 0.0, -30.0]
:[694.4, 2001.7, -9.7]
:[694.4, 2001.7, -9.7]
:[694.4, 2001.7, -9.7]
:[455.9, 1745.0, -9.7]
:[694.4, -2001.7' -9.7]
:[288.7, 1625.8, 771.0]
:[4.178, 138.634, 26.487]
:4.691e-004
:[0.318735, 0.876151, 0.010266]
:[1.087382, 0.000000, 0.029036]
:[0.280043, 0.870870, 0.227784]
:[3.1, 3.1, 3.3]
:[0.000728, 0.002059, 0.000795]
:[1.876e-03, 1.404e-04, 6.478e-04]
: 1.990e-003 mm

point on object interior
proj.point of illumination[ I]
proj.point of illumination[2]
proj.point of illumination[3]
proj.point of observation[!]
proj.point of observation[2]
proj.point of observation[3]
angles alpha in degrees
reduced wavelength
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined fringe order
disp. from macrofringe
displacement components
magnitude

:[ -61.0, 0.0, 0.0]
:[694.4, 2001.6, 0.0]
:[694.4, 2001.6, 0.0]
:[694.4, 2001.6, 0.0]
:[455.8, 1744.9, 0.0]
:[694.4, -2001.6, 0.0]
:[288.2, 1614.8, 779.6]
:[4.177, 138.648, 26.556]
:4.691e-004
:[0.318752, 0.876182, 0.000000]
:[1.087798, 0.000000, 0.000000]
:[0.279967, 0.868397, 0.219238]
:[4.6, 4.6, 4.7]
:[0.001080, 0.003056, 0.001133]
:[2.809e-03, 2.103e-04, 7.463e-04]
:2.914e-003 mm

point on object interior
proj.point of illumination[l]
proj.point of illumination[2]
proj.point of illumination[3]
proj.point of observation[!]
proj.point of observation[2]

:[ -61.0, 0.0, 30.0]
:[694.4, 2001.7, 9.7]
:[694.4, 2001.7, 9.7]
:[694.4, 2001.7, 9.7]
:[455.9, 1745.0, 9.7]
:[694.4, -2001.7, 9.7]
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Table A.19 Continued
proj.point of observation[3]
angles alpha in degrees
reduced wavelength
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined fringe order
disp. from macrofringe
displacement components
magnitude

:[288.5, 1602.9, 789.8]
:[4.178, 138.634, 26.660]
:4.691e-004
:[0.318735, 0.876151, -0.010381]
:[1.087382, 0.000000, -0.029363]
:[0.280079, 0.865682, 0.211069]
:[6.0, 6.1, 6.1]
:[0.001408, 0.004051, 0.001470]
:[3.75le-03, 2.540e-04, 9.474e-04]
:3.877e-003 mm

point on object interior
proj.point of illumination[!]
proj.point of illumination[2]
proj.point of illumination[3]
proj.point of observation[!]
proj.point of observation[2]
proj.point of observation[3]
angles alpha in degrees
reduced wavelength
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined fringe order
disp. from macrofring
displacement components
magnitude

:[ -61.0, 0.0, 60.0]
:[694.5, 2002.0, 19.3]
:[694.5, 2002.0, 19.3]
:[694.5, 2002.0, 19.3]
:[454.9, 1745.8, 19.4]
:[694.5, -2002.0, 19.3]
:[288.0, 1592.2, 798.5]
:[4.217, 138.593, 26.709]
:4.69le-004
:[0.318384, 0.876146, -0.020856]
:[1.086138, 0.000000, -0.058999]
:[0.279911, 0.863023, 0.202318]
:[8.1, 8.1, 7.1]
:[0.001901, 0.005374, 0.001712]
:[4.949e-03, 3.720e-04, 2.57le-05]
:4.963e-003 mm

point on object interior
proj.point of illumination[!]
proj.point of illumination[2]
proj.point of illumination[3]
proj.point of observation[!]
proj .point of observation[2]
proj.point of observation[3]
angles alpha in degrees
reduced wavelength
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined unit vector

:[-61.0, 0.0, 90.0]
:[693.1, 2003.2, 29.1]
:[693.1, 2003.2, 29.1]
:[693.1, 2003.2, 29.1]
:[455.1, 1746.4, 29.1]
:[693.1, -2003.2, 29.1]
:[288.3, 1580.8, 808.8]
:[4.175, 138.617, 26.774]
:4.69le-004
:[0.317921, 0.876120, -0.031431]
:[1.084074, 0.000000, -0.088857]
:[0.279535, 0.860256, 0.193950]
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determined fringe order
disp. from macrofringe
displacement components
magnitude

:[9.7, 9.7, 8.1]
:[0.002277, 0.006439, 0.001953]
:[5.907e-03, 4.408e-04, -3.993e-04]
:5.937e-003 mm

point on object interior
proj.point of illumination[l]
proj.point of illumination[2]
proj.point of illumination[3]
proj.point of observation[!]
proj.point of observation[2]
proj.point of observation[3]
angles alpha in degrees
reduced wavelength
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined fringe order
disp. from macrofringe
displacement components
magnitude

:[ -61.0, 0.0, 120.0]
:[693.4, 2003.9, 38.8]
:[693.4, 2003.9, 38.8]
:[693.4, 2003.9, 38.8]
:[455.3, 1747.3, 38.7]
:[693.4, -2003.9, 38.8]
:[288.6, 1569.7, 819.1]
:[4.181, 138.522, 26.843]
:4.691e-004
:[0.317804, 0.875904, -0.042147]
:(1.081202, 0.000000, -0.118882]
:[0.279509, 0.857294, 0.185452]
:[12.5, 12.9, 11.7]
:[0.002934, 0.008545, 0.002821]
:[8.001e-03,4.895e-04, 8.918e-04]
:8.066e-003 mm

point on object interior
proj.point of illumination[!]
proj.point of illumination[2]
proj.point of illumination[3]
proj.point of observation[!]
proj.point of observation[2]
proj.point of observation(3]
angles alpha in degrees
reduced wavelength
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined fringe order
disp. from macrofringe
displacement components
magnitude

:[-61.0, 0.0, 150.0]
:[693.8, 2004.9, 48.5]
:[693.8, 2004.9, 48.5]
:[693.8, 2004.9, 48.5]
:[455.7, 1748.5, 48.3]
:[693.8, -2004.9, 48.5]
:[288.1, 1559.6, 827.9]
:[4.189, 138.400, 26.860]
:4.691e-004
:[0.317655, 0.875627, -0.052986]
:[1.077542, 0.000000, -0.149019]
:[0.279207, 0.854377, 0.176400]
:[11.7, 14.5, 12.8]
:[0.002746, 0.009578, 0.003087]
:[9.309e-03, -5.684e-05, 3.040e-03]
:9.793e-003 mm
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Table A.20:

Fringe Track Displacement Values for line (0, 0, REL) in Translucent
method using Coordinate Projection.

datain: flXed data in mm:
wavelength to be used in laser
point of illumination [1]
point of illumination [2]
point of illumination [3]
point of observation [ 1]
point of observation [:2]
point of observation [3]

: 6.943e-004
:[1054.0, 1825.6, 0.0]
:[1054.0, 1825.6, 0.0]
:[0.0, 0.0, 500.0]
:[1054.0, 1825.6, 0.0]
:[1054.0, -1825.6, 0.0]
:[0.0, 0.0, 500.0]

results: obtained from holographic analysis in mm:
point on object surface
angles alpha in degrees
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined fringe order
disp. from macrofringe
displacement components
magnitude

:[0.0, 0.0, -150.0]
:[0.000, 119.502, 0.000]
:[0.337778, 0.939998, 0.048071]
:[0.990024, 0.000000, 0.140895]
:[0.000000, 0.737379, 0.675480]
:[0.0, 0.0, 0.0]
:[0.000000, 0.000000, 0.000000]
:[0.000e+00, O.OOOe+OO, 0.000e+00]
:O.OOOe+OOO mm

point on object surface
angles alpha in degrees
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined fringe order
displacement components
magnitude

:[0.0, 0.0, -120.0]
:[0.000, 119.680, 0.000]
:[0.499188, 0.864628, 0.056834]
:[0.993581, 0.000000, 0.113121]
:[0.000000, 0.000000, 1.000000]
:[0.5, 0.5, 0.0]
:[3.477e-04, -8.030e-05, 0.000e+00]
:3.569e-004 mm

point on object surface
angles alpha in degrees
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined fringe order
displacement components

:[0.0, 0.0, -90.0]
:[0.000, 119.820, 0.000]
:[0.499541. 0.865239, 0.042655]
:[0.996374, 0.000000, 0.085079]
:[0.000000' 0.000000, 1.000000]
:[0.8, 0.8, 0.0]
:[5.560e-04, 2.533e-20, O.OOOe+OO]
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magnitude

:5.560e-004 mm

point on object surface
angles alpha in degrees
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined fringe order
displacement components
magnitude

:[0.0, 0.0, -60.0]
:[0.000, 119.920, 0.000]
:[0.499794, 0.865677, 0.028451]
:[0.998384, 0.000000, 0.056834]
: [0 .000000, 0.000000' 1.000000]
:[1.9, 1.9, 0.0]
:[1.042e-03, 3.208e-04, 0.000e+00]
:1.090e-003 mm

point on object surface
angles alpha in degrees
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined fringe order
displacement components
magnitude

:[0.0, 0.0, -30.0]
:[0.000, 119.980, 0.000]
:[0.499946, 0.865940, 0.014230]
:[0.999595, 0.000000, 0.028451]
:[0 .000000, 0.000000' 1.000000]
:[3.3, 3.3, 0.0]
:[2.291e-03, 8.123e-09, 0.000e+00]
:2.291e-003 mm

point on object surface
angles alpha in degrees
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined fringe order
displacement components
magnitude

:[0.0, 0.0, 0.0]
:[0.000, 120.000, 0.000]
:[0.499996, 0.866028, 0.000000]
:[1.000000, 0.000000, 0.000000]
:[0.000000' 0.000000' 1.000000]
:[4.4, 4.4, 0.0]
:[3.055e-03, 1.332e-08, 0.000e+00]
:3.055e-003 mm

point on object surface
angles alpha in degrees
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined fringe order
displacement components
magnitude

:[0.0, 0.0, 30.0]
:[0.000, 119.980, 0.000]
:[0.499946, 0.865940, -0.014230]
:[0.999595, 0.000000, -0.028451]
: [0 .000000' 0.000000' 1. 000000]
:[6.1, 6.1, 0.0]
:[4.236e-03, 1.502e-08. 0.000e+00]
:4.236e-003 mm
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point on object surface
angles alpha in degrees
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined fringe order
displacement components
magnitude

:[0.0, 0.0, 60.0]
:[0.000, 119.920, 0.000]
:[0.499794, 0.865677, -0.028451]
:[0.998384, 0.000000, -0.056834]
:[0.000000, 0.000000, 1.000000]
:[7.9, 7.9, 0.0]
:[5.487e-03, 9.549e-09. O.OOOe+OO]
:5.487e-003 mm

point on object surface
angles alpha in degrees
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined fringe order
displacement components
magnitude

:[0.0, 0.0, 90.0]
:[0.000, 119.820, 0.000]
:[0.499541, 0.865239, -0.042655]
:[0.996374, 0.000000, -0.085079]
:[0.000000, 0.000000, 1.000000]
:[9.9, 9.9, 0.0]
:[6.880e-03, 5.873e-09, O.OOOe+OO]
:6.880e-003 mm

point object surface
angles alpha in degrees
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined fringe order
displacement components
magnitude

:[0.0, 0.0, 120.0]
:[0.000, 119.680, 0.000]
:[0.499188, 0.864628, -0.056834]
:[0.993581, 0.000000, -0.113121]
:[0.000000' 0.000000' 1. 000000]
:[12.0, 12.0, 0.0]
:[8.345e-03, 3.350e-08, 0.000e+00]
:8.345e-003 mm

point on object surface
angles alpha in degrees
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined fringe order
displacement components
magnitude

:[0.0, 0.0, 150.0]
:[0.000, 119.502, 0.000]
:[0.498735, 0.863843, -0.070977]
:[0.990024, 0.000000, -0.140895]
:[0.000000' 0.000000' 1.000000]
:[14.1, 14.1, 0.0]
:[9.814e-03, -1.749e-08, 0.000e+00]
:9.814e-003 mm
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Table A.21:

Fringe Track Diaplacement Values for line (-30.5, 0, REL) in Translucent
method using Coordinate Projection.

datain: fixed data in mm:
wavelength to be used in laser
point of illumination [ 1]
point of illumination [2]
point of illumination [3]
point of observation [1]
point of observation [2]
point of observation [3]

:6.943e-004
:[1054.0, 1825.6, 0.0]
:[1054.0, 1825.6, 0.0]
:[-30.5, 12.8, 5000.0]
:[1054.0, 1825.6, 0.0]
:[1054.0, -1825.6, 0.0]
:[-30.5, 12.8, 5000.0]

results: obtained from holographic analysis in mm:
point on object interior
proj.point of illumination[!]
proj.point of illumination[2]
proj.point of illumination[3]
proj.point of observation[!]
proj.point of observation[2]
proj.point of observation[3]
angles alpha in degrees
reduced wavelength
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined fringe order
disp. from macrofringe
displacement components
magnitude

:[-30.5, 0.0, -150.0]
:[703.8, 1995.7, -48.4]
:[703.8, 1995.7, -48.4]
:[-30.5, 3853.9, 3274.7]
:[703.8, 1995.7. -48.4]
:[703.8, -1995.7, -48.4]
:[-30.5, 3853.9, 3274.7]
:[0.000, 139.247, 0.000]
:4.691e-004
:[0.344928, 0.937416, 0.047708]
:[0.990570. 0.000000, 0.137008]
:[0.000000, 0.747501, 0.664261]
:[0.0. 0.0, 0.0]
:[0 .000000, 0.000000' 0. 000000]
:[O.OOOe+OO, O.OOOe+OO, O.OOOe+OO]
:0.000e+000 mm

point on object interior
proj.point of illumination[1]
proj.point of illumination[2]
proj.point of illumination[3]
proj.point of observation[!]
proj .point of observation[2]
proj.point of observation[3]
angles alpha in degrees
reduced wavelength
determined unit vector

:[-30.5, 0.0, -120.0]
:[703.5, 1994.7, -38.8]
:[703.5, 1994.7, -38.8]
:[-30.5, 3841.3, 3273.7]
:[703.5, 1994.7, -38.8]
:[703.5, -1994.7, -38.8]
:[-30.5, 3841.3, 3273.7]
:[0.000, 139.353, 0.000]
:4.691e-004
:[0.345069, 0.937800, 0.038182]
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determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined fringe order
disp. from macrofringe
displacement components
magnitude

:[0.993934, 0.000000, 0.109979]
:[0.000000, 0.749424, 0.662091]
:[0.7, 0.7, 0.0]
:[0.000164, 0.000405, 0.000000]
:[4.108e-04, 2.507e-05, -2.838e-05]
:4.126e-004 mm

point on object interior
proj.point of illumination[!]
proj.point of illumination[2]
proj.point of illumination[3]
proj.point of observation[!]
proj.point of observation[2]
proj.point of observation[3]
angles alpha in degrees
reduced wavelength
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined fringe order
disp. from macrofringe
displacement components
magnitude

:[-30.5, 0.0, -90.0]
:[703.2, 1994.0, -29.1]
:[703.2, 1994.0, -29.1]
:[-30.5, 3689.4, 3424.5]
:[703.2, 1994.0, -29.1]
:[703.2, -1994.0, -29.1]
:[-30.5, 3689.4, 3424.5]
:[0.000, 139.353, 139.353]
:4.691e-004
:[0.345179, 0.938100, 0.028646]
:[0.996574, 0.000000, 0.082703]
:[0.000000, 0.724058, 0.689739]
:[1.6, 1.6, 0.0]
:[0.000375, 0.000945, 0.000000]
:[9.532e-04, 5.097e-05, -5.351e-05]
:9.560e-004 mm

point on object interior
proj.point of illumination[!]
proj.point of illumination[2]
proj.point of illumination[3]
proj.point of observation[!]
proj.point of observation[2]
proj.point of observation[3]
angles alpha in degrees
reduced wavelength
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined fringe order
disp. from macrofringe
displacement components
magnitude

:[-30.5, 0.0, -60.0]
:[704.6, 1992.9, -19.3]
:[704.6, 1992.9, -19.3]
:[-30.5, 3678.0, 3423.0]
:[704.6, 1992.9, -19.3]
:[704.6, -1992.9, -19.3]
:[-30.5, 3678.0, 3423.0]
:[0.000, 139.495, 0.000]
:4.691e-004
:[0.345993, 0.938042, 0.019142]
:[0.998473, 0.000000, 0.055241]
:[0.000000, 0.726091, 0.687599]
:[2.5, 2.5, 0.0]
:[0.000610, 0.001626, 0.000000]
:[1.632e-03, 4.938e-05, -5.214e-05]
: 1.633e-003 mm
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point on object interior
proj.point of illumination[!]
proj.point of illumination[2]
proj.point of illumination[3]
proj.point of observation[!]
proj.point of observation[2]
proj.point of observation[3]
angles alpha in degrees
reduced wavelength
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined fringe order
disp. from macrofringe
displacement components
magnitude

:[-30.5, 0.0, -30.0]
:[704.4, 1992.6, -9.7]
:[704.4, 1992.6, -9.7]
:[-30.5, 3666.5, 3421.5]
:[704.4, 1992.6, -9.7]
:[704.4, -1992.6, -9.7]
:[ -30.5. 3666.5, 3421.5]
:[0.000, 139.531, 0.000]
:4.691e-004
:[0.346041, 0.938171, 0.009572]
:[0.999618, 0.000000, 0.027652]
:[0.000000, 0.728129, 0.685440]
:[3.8, 3.8, 0.0]
:[0.000891. 0.002509, 0.000000]
:[2.511e-03, 2.417e-05, -2.568e-05]
:2.511e-003 mm

point on object interior
proj.point of illumination[!]
proj.point of illumination[2]
proj.point of illumination[3]
proj.point of observation[!]
proj.point of observation[2]
proj.point of observation[3]
angles alpha in degrees
reduced wavelength
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined fringe order
disp. from macrofringe
displacement components
magnitude

:[ -30.5, 0.0, 0.0]
:[704.4, 1992.4, 0.0]
:[704.4, 1992.4, 0.0]
:[-30.5, 3654.9, 3420.1]
:[704.4, 1992.4, 0.0]
:[704.4, -1992.4, 0.0]
:[-30.5, 3654.9, 3420.1]
:[0.000, 139.543, 0.000]
:4.691e-004
:[0.346057, 0.938214, 0.000000]
:[ 1.000000, 0.000000' 0 .000000]
:[0.000000, 0.730172, 0.683264]
:[5.1, 5.1, 0.0]
:[0.001196, 0.00332,0.000000]
:[3.324e-03, 4.897e-05, -5.233e-05]
:3.325e-003 mm

point on object interior
proj.point of illumination[!]
proj.point of illumination[2]
proj.point of illumination[3]
proj.point of observation[!]

:[-30.5, 0.0, 30.0]
:[704.4, 1992.6, 9.7]
:[704.4, 1992.6, 9.7]
:[-30.5, 3643.2, 3418.7]
:[704.4, 1992.6, 9.7]
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proj.point of observation[2]
proj.point of observation[3]
angles alpha in degrees
reduced wavelength
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined fringe order
disp. from macrofringe
displacement components
magnitude

:[704.4, -1992.6, 9.7]
:[ -30.5, 3643.2, 3418.7]
:[0.000, 139.531, 0.000]
:4.691e-004
:[0.346041, 0.938171, -0.009572]
:[0.999618, 0.000000, -0.027652]
:[0.000000, 0.732219, 0.681069]
:[7.5, 7.5, 0.0]
:[0.001759, 0.004883, 0.000000]
:[4.883e-03. 7.339e-05, -7.890e-05]
:4.884e-003 mm

point on object interior
proj.point of illumination[!]
proj.point of illumination[2]
proj.point of illumination[3]
proj.point of observation[!]
pmj.point of observation[2]
proj.point of observation[3]
angles alpha in degrees
reduced wavelength
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined fringe order
disp. from macrofringe
displacement components
magnitude

:[-30.5, 0.0, 60.0]
:[704.6, 1992.9, 19.3]
:[704.6, 1992.9, 19.3]
:[ -30.5, 3631.4, 3417.3]
:[704.6, 1992.9, 19.3]
:[704.6, -1992.9, 19.3]
:[-30.5, 3631.4, 3417.3]
:[0.000, 139.495, 0.000]
:4.691e-004
:[0.345993, 0.938042, -0.019142]
:[0.998473, 0.000000, -0.055241]
:[0.000000, 0.734272, 0.678855]
:[8.4, 8.4, 0.0]
:[0.001970, 0.005624, 0.000000]
:[5.631 e-03, 2.282e-05, -2.468e-05]
:5.632e-003 mm

point on object interior
proj.point of illumination[!]
proj.point of illumination[2]
proj.point of illumination[3]
proj.point of observation[!]
proj.point of observation[2]
proj.point of observation[3]
angles alpha in degrees
reduced wavelength
determined unit vector
determined unit vector

:[-30.5, 0.0, 90.0]
:[703.2, 1994.0, 29.1]
:[703.2, 1994.0, 29.1]
:[-30.5, 3619.5, 3416.0]
:[703.2, 1994.0, 29.1]
:[703.2, -1994.0, 29.1]
:[-30.5, 3619.5, 3416.0]
:[0.000, 139.436, 0.000]
:4.691e-004
:[0.345179, 0.938100, -0.028646]
:[0.996574, 0.000000, -0.082703]
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determined unit vector
determined fringe order
disp. from macrofringe
displacement components
magnitude

:[0.000000, 0.736329, 0.676623]
:[10.2, 10.2, 0.0]
:[0.002393, 0.006902, 0.000000]
:[6.926e-03, 2.026e-06, -2.205e-06]
:6.926e-003 mm

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

point on object interior
proj.point of illumination[l]
proj.point of illumination[2]
proj.point of illumination[3]
proj.point of observation[!]
proj.point of observation[2]
proj.point of observation[3]
angles alpha in degrees
reduced wavelength
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined fringe order
disp. from macrofringe
displacement components
magnitude

:[-30.5, 0.0, 120.0]
:[703.5, 1994.7, 38.8]
:[703.5, 1994.7, 38.8]
:[-30.5, 3607.5, 3414.7]
:[703.5, 1994.7, 38.8]
:[703.5, -1994.7' 38.8]
:[-30.5, 3607.5, 3414.7]
:[0.000, 139.353, 0.000]
:4.691e-004
:[0.345069, 0.937800, -0.038182]
:[0.993934. 0.000000, -0.109979]
:[0.000000, 0.738391, 0.674372]
:[12.2, 12.2, 0.0]
:[0.002862, 0.008239, 0.000000]
:[8.289e-03, 1.277e-06, -1.398e-06]
:8.289e-003 mm

point on object interior
proj.point of illumination[1]
proj.point of illumination[2]
proj.point of illumination[3]
proj.point of observation[!]
proj.point of observation[2]
proj.point of observation[3]
angles alpha in degrees
reduced wavelength
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined fringe order
disp. from macrofringe
displacement components
magnitude

:[-30.5, 0.0, 150.0]
:[703.8, 1995.7, 48.4]
:[703.8, 1995.7, 48.4]
:[-30.5, 3595.4, 3413.5]
:[703.8, 1995.7, 48.4]
:[703.8, -1995.7, 48.4]
:[-30.5, 3595.4, 3413.5]
:[0.000, 139.247, 0.000]
:4.691e-004
:[0.344928, 0.937416, -0.047708]
:[0.990570, 0.000000, -0.137008]
:[0.000000, 0.740458, 0.672103]
:[14.3, 14.3, 0.0]
:[0.003354, 0.009027, 0.000000]
:[9.779e-03, 2.250e-04, -2.479e-04]
:9.7785e-003 mm
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Table A.22:

Fringe Track Displacement Values for line (-61, 0, REL) in Translucent
method using Coordinate Projection.

datain: fixed data in mm:
wavelength to be used in laser
point of illumination [ 1]
point of illumination [2]
point of illumination [3]
point of observation [ 1]
point of observation [2]
point of observation [3]

:6.943e-004
:[1054.0, 1825.6, 0.0]
:[1054.0, 1825.6, 0.0]
:[ -61.0, 12.8, 5000.0]
:[1054.0, 1825.6, 0.0]
:[1054.0, -1825.6, 0.0]
:[-61.0, 12.8, 5000.0]

results: obtained from holographic analysis in mm:
point on object interior
proj.point of illumination[!]
proj.point of illumination[2]
proj.point of illumination[3]
proj.point of observation[!]
proj.point of observation[2]
proj.point of observation[3]
angles alpha in degrees
reduced wavelength
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined fringe order
disp. from macrofringe
displacement components
magnitude

:[ -61.0, 0.0, -150.0]
:[693.8, 2004.9, -48.5]
:[693.8, 2004.9, -48.5]
:[ -61.0, 3853.9, 3274.7]
:[693.8, 2004.9, -48.5]
:[693.8, -2004.9, -48.5]
:[ -61.0, 3853.9, 3274.7]
:[0.000, 138.400, 0.000]
:4.691e-004
:[0.351936, 0.934826, 0.047346]
:[0.991072, 0.000000, 0.133328]
:[0.000000, 0.747501, 0.664261]
:[0.0, 0.0, 0.0]
:[0.000000' 0.000000, 0 .000000]
:[0 .OOOe+OO,O .000e+00,0.000e+00]
:O.OOOe+OOO mm

point on object interior
proj.point of illumination[!]
proj.point of illumination[2]
proj.point of illumination[3]
proj.point of observation[!]
proj.point of observation[2]
proj.point of observation[3]
angles alpha in degrees
reduced wavelength
determined unit vector

:[ -61.0, 0.0, -120.0]
:[693.4, 2003.9, -38.8]
:[693.4, 2003.9, -38.8]
:[-61.0, 3841.3, 3273.7]
:[693.4, 2003.9, -38.8]
:[693.4, -2003.9, -38.8]
:[-61.0, 3841.3, 3273.7]
:[0.000, 138.493, 0.000]
:4.691e-004
:[0.352078, 0.935203, 0.037892]
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Table A.22 Continued
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined fringe order
disp. from macrofringe
displacement components
magnitude

:[0.994258, 0.000000, 0.107005]
:[0.000000, 0.749424, 0.662091]
:[0.4, 0.4, 0.0]
:[0.000070, 0.000265, 0.000000]
:[2.633e-04, -2.501e-05, 2.831e-05]
:2.660e-004 mm

point on object interior
proj.point of illumination[!]
proj.point of illumination[2]
proj.point of illumination[3]
proj.point of observation[!]
proj.point of observation[2]
proj.point of observation[3]
angles alpha in degrees
reduced wavelength
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined fringe order
disp. from macrofringe
displacement components
magnitude

:[ -61.0, 0.0, -90.0]
:[693.1, 2003.2, -29.1]
:[693.1, 2003.2, -29.1]
:[ -61.0, 3689.4, 3424.5]
:[693.1, 2003.2, -29.1]
:[693.1, -2003.2, -29.1]
:[-61.0, 3689.4, 3424.5]
:[0.000, 138.572, 0.000]
:4.691e-004
:[0.352189, 0.935497, 0.028428]
:[0.996758, 0.000000, 0.080456]
:[0.000000, 0.724058, 0.689739]
:[1.0, 1.0, 0.0]
:[0.000235, 0.000663, 0.000000]
:[6.653e-04, 2.617e-07, -2.747e-07]
:6.653e-004 mm

point on object interior
proj.point of illumination[!]
proj.point of illumination[2]
proj.point of illumination[3]
proj.point of observation[!]
proj.point of observation[2]
proj.point of observation[3]
angles alpha in degrees
reduced wavelength
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined fringe order
disp. from macrofringe
displacement components
magnitude

:[-61.0, 0.0, -60.0]
:[694.5, 2002.0, -19.3]
:[694.5, 2002.0, -19.3]
:[ -61.0, 3678.0, 3423.0]
:[694.5, 2002.0, -19.3]
:[694.5, -2002.0, -19.3]
:[ -61.0, 3678.0, 3423.0]
:[0.000, 138.629, 0.000]
:4.691e-004
:[0.353018, 0.935424, 0.018996]
:[0.998555, 0.000000, 0.053734]
:[0.000000, 0.726091, 0.687599]
:[1.9, 1.9, 0.0]
:[0.000446, 0.001328, 0.000000]
:[1.329e-03, -2.549e-05, 2.691e-05]
:1.329e-003 mm
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Table A.22 Continued
point on object interior
proj.point of illumination[!]
proj.point of illumination[2]
proj.point of illumination[3]
proj .point of observation[ 1]
proj.point of observation[2]
proj.point of observation[3]
angles alpha in degrees
reduced wavelength
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined fringe order
disp. from macrofringe
displacement components
magnitude

:[-61.0, 0.0, -30.0]
:[694.4, 2001.7, -9.7]
:[694.4, 2001.7, -9.7]
:[-61.0, 3666.5, 3421.5]
:[694.4, 2001.7, -9.7]
:[694.4, -2001.7, -9.7]
:[ -61.0, 3666.5, 3421.5]
:[0.000, 138.663, 0.000]
:4.691e-004
:[0.353066, 0.935550, 0.009500]
:[0.999638, 0.000000, 0.026896]
:[0.000000, 0.728129, 0.685440]
:[3.1, 3.1, 0.0]
:[0.000727, 0.002060, 0.000000]
:[2.061e-03, -5.128e-07, 5.447e-07]
:2.061e-003 mm

point on object interior
proj.point of illumination[!]
proj.point of illumination[2]
proj.point of illumination[3]
proj.point of observation[!]
proj.point of observation[2]
proj.point of observation[3]
angles alpha in degrees
reduced wavelength
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined fringe order
disp. from macrofringe
displacement components
magnitude

:[-61.0, 0.0, 0.0]
:[694.4, 2001.6, 0.0]
:[694.4, 2001.6, 0.0]
:[-61.0, 3654.9, 3420.1]
:[694.4, 2001.6, 0.0]
:[694.4, -2001.6, 0.0]
:[ -61.0, 3654.9, 3420.1]
:[0.000, 138.674, 0.000]
:4.691e-004
:[0.353082, 0.935593, 0.000000]
:[ 1.000000, 0.000000, 0.000000]
:[0.000000, 0.730172, 0.683264]
:[4.6, 4.6, 0.0]
:[0.001079, 0.003058, 0.000000]
:[3 .058e-03, -6.890e-07, 7.363e-07]
:3.058e-003 mm

point on object interior
proj.point of illumination[!]
proj .point of illumination[2]
proj.point of illumination[3]
proj.point of observation[!]
proj.point of observation[2]

:[-61.0, 0.0, 30.0]
:[694.4, 2001.7' 9.7]
:[694.4, 2001.7' 9.7]
:[-61.0, 3643.2, 3418.7]
:[694.4, 2001.7, 9.7]
:[694.4, -2001.7, 9.7]
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Table A.22 Continued
proj.point of observation[3]
angles alpha in degrees
reduced wavelength
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined fringe order
disp. from macrofringe
displacement components
magnitude

:[ -61.0, 3643.2, 3418.7]
:[0.000, 138.663, 0.000]
:4.691e-004
:[0.353066, 0.935550, -0.009500]
:[0.999638, 0.000000, -0.026896]
:[0.000000, 0.732219, 0.681069]
:[6.0, 6.0, 0.0]
:[0.001407, 0.003987, 0.000000]
:[3 .989e-03, -9. 924e-07, 1. 067 e-06]
:3.989e-003 mm

point on object interior
proj.point of illumination[l]
proj.point of illumination[2]
proj.point of illumination[3]
proj.point of observation[!]
proj.point of observation[2]
proj.point of observation[3]
angles alpha in degrees
reduced wavelength
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined fringe order
disp. from macrofringe
displacement components
magnitude

:[-61.0, 0.0, 60.0]
:[694.5, 2002.0, 19.3]
:[694.5, 2002.0, 19.3]
:[-61.0, 3631.4, 3417.3]
:[694.5, 2002.0, 19.3]
:[694.5, -2002.0, 19.3]
:[-61.0, 3631.4, 3417.3]
:[0.000, 138.629, 0.000]
:4.69le-004
:[0.353018, 0.935424, -0.018996]
:[0.998555, 0.000000, -0.053734]
:[0.000000, 0.734272, 0.678855]
:[8.1, 8.1, 0.0]
:[0.001900, 0.005379, 0.000000]
:[5.387e-03, -1.670e-06, 1.806e-06]
:5.387e-003 mm

point on object interior
proj.point of illumination[l]
proj.point of illumination[2]
proj.point of illumination[3]
proj.point of observation[!]
proj .point of observation[2]
proj.point of observation[3]
angles alpha in degrees
reduced wavelength
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined unit vector

:[-61.0, 0.0, 90.0]
:[693.1, 2003.2, 29.1]
:[693.1, 2003.2, 29.1]
:[-61.0, 3619.5, 3416.0]
:[693.1, 2003.2, 29.1]
:[693.1, -2003.2, 29.1]
:[ -61.0, 3619.5, 3416.0]
:[0.000, 138.572, 0.000]
:4.691e-004
:[0.352189, 0.935497, -0.028428]
:[0.996758, 0.000000, -0.080456]
:[0.000000, 0.736329, 0.676623]
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Table A.22 Continued
determined fringe order
disp. from macrofringe
displacement components
magnitude

:[9.7, 9.7, 0.0]
:[0.002275, 0.006433, 0.000000]
:[6.453e-03, 2.538e-06, -2.762e-06]
:6.453e-003 mm

point on object interior
proj.point of illumination[!]
proj.point of illumination[2]
proj.point of illumination[3]
proj.point of observation[!]
proj.point of observation[2]
proj.point of observation[3]
angles alpha in degrees
reduced wavelength
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined fringe order
disp. from macrofringe
displacement components
magnitude

:(-61.0, 0.0, 120.0]
:[693.4, 2003.9, 38.8]
:[693.4, 2003.9, 38.8]
:[-61.0, 3607.5, 3414.7]
:[693.4, 2003.9, 38.8]
:[693.4, -2003.9, 38.8]
:[-61.0, 3607.5, 3414.7]
:[0.000, 138.493, 0.000]
:4.69le-004
:[0.352078, 0.935203, -0.037892]
:[0.994258, 0.000000, -0.107005]
:[0.000000, 0.738391, 0.674372]
:[12.5, 12.5, 0.0]
:[0.002909, 0.008274, 0.000000]
:[8.325e-03, -2.299e-05, 2.517e-05]
:8.325e-003 mm

point on object interior
proj.point of illumination[!]
proj.point of illumination[2]
proj.point of illumination[3]
proj.point of observation[!]
proj.point of observation[2]
proj.point of observation[3]
angles alpha in degrees
reduced wavelength
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined unit vector
determined fringe order
disp. from macrofringe
displacement components
magnitude

:[-61.0, 0.0, 150.0]
:[693.8, 2004.9, 48.5]
:[693.8, 2004.9, 48.5]
:[-61.0, 3595.4, 3413.5]
:[693.8, 2004.9, 48.5]
:[693.8, -2004.9, 48.5]
:[ -61.0, 3595.4, 3413.5]
:[0.000, 138.392, 0.000]
:4.691e-004
:[0.351936, 0.934826, -0.047346]
:[0.991072, 0.000000, -0.133328]
:[0.000000, 0.740458, 0.672103]
:[14.5, 14.5, 0.0]
:[0.003448, 0.008916, 0.000000]
:[9.7751e-03, 3.017e-04, -3.324e-04]
:9.7862e-003 mm

APPENDIX B
"C"-CODE
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/* IDCAL3D.C:Holography Interferometry 3D Calculation*/

!* standard header files *I
#include <stdio.h>
#include <math.h>
#include <stdlib.h>

!* preprocessor directives* I
#defme
#defme
#defme
#defme
#defme

COORD 3
ELLIP 3
EVER ::
MAXIT 30
PI 3.1415927

!* function prototypes *I
bisect( void)~
coopro(void);
cramer( void)~
datain(void)~

double function£( double );
fixinp( void);
outputl(void);
output2(void);
parameter(void)~
unitvector( void)~

!* -------

variables identification-------ps:= point on the object surface
po:= point of observation
pi:= point of illumination
EA:= approximate error
ES:= stopping criterion
a:= out put file number
N:= macrofringe order number
t:= parameter
AL:= angle alpha in degrees
no:= unit vector
wl:= wave length of laser light
I deci:= choice of plane
lx,y,z:= displacement components
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lmag := magnitude of displacement

1----------------------------------------------------------*l

I* global variables and arrays declaration *I
double lambda, pl[ELLIP][COORD], pb[ELLIP][COORD], ![COORD], p[COORD];
double no[ELLIP][COORD],n[COORD],alpha[ELLIP],kl,k2,k3, AL, U, Q;
double ps[COORD], pi[ELLIP][COORD], po[ELLIP][COORD], t[ELLIP], N[ELLIP];
double sl,s2. pl.p2. p3. p4,det,deltal. delta2. delta3, x, y, z, mag, wl;
double EA. TEST .ES ,c 1,c2,c3 .c4,yo,xp,xl,xw ,xu,xr,fxl,fxu,fxr,b;
unsigned int i, j, a,iter;
char choice. chr, w, deci:

I* file management *I
FILE *fp,*intliel;

I* driver *I
void main(void)
{

for( EVER)
{

infilel=fopen("c:\'kaiser\\input.dat","r");
print£( '"n'n'n'n'n'n'n'n'n'n'n'n'n'n'n'n\n\n'n");
printf('"nCALCULATION OF 3-D DISPLACEMENTS");
printf('"n menu choice: --->a:proceed calculation");
printf('"n
--->b:exit program ");
printf('"n'n'n'n'n'n'n'n'n'n'n'n'n'n");
fscanf(intliel,"%c", &choice);
getchar();
if (choice== 'a'll choice= 'A')
break;
if (choice == 'b' II choice =
exit(l);
}

'B ')

I* initialization of angles, illumination and observation points *I
for (i = 0; i <= 2; i++)
{

alpha[i] = 0.0;
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for ( j = 0; j <= 2; j++)
{

pl [i] [j] = 0 .0;
pb [i][j] = 0.0;
}

I* pan of file management *I
printf(''\n Please enter the number of output file (1 to 5):
scanf("%d", &a);
getche();
if( a= 1)
&
("file_ 1" ," w ") ;
fp = 10pen
if( a= 2)

fp = f open( "fiile_2" ,"w ") ;
if(a = 3)
&
("file_3" ."w ") ;
fp = 10pen
if( a= 4)

fp = f open( "fiile_4" ," w ") ;
if( a= 5)

fp = fopen("file_5","w");

datain();
flxinp();

I* initialization *I
for(EVER)
{
for( i = 0; i <= 2; i++)
{

ps[i] = 0.0;
n[i] = 0.0;
t[i] = 0.0;
N[i] = 0.0;

I* unit vector initializtion *I
for(j = 0; j <=2; j++)
{

no[i][j] = 0.0;
}

");
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printf(''\n enter the following data obtained from your setup");
for( j = 0; j <= 2; j++)
{

printf(''\n point of interest (in mm): ps[%d] = ?", j+l);
fscanf(infile 1, "%1f', &psU]);
getche();
}

for(EVER)
{

for( i = 0; i <= 2; i++)
{

for( j = 0; j <= 2; j++)
{

pi[i]U] = 0.0;
po[i]U] = 0.0;
}

printf(''\n is the point of interest on the the surface: s");
printf(''\n is the point of interest on the the interior: i");
fscanf(inf"Ilel,"%c", &deci);
getche();
if(deci == 's' II deci =

'S')

{

lambda= wl;
for(i = 0; i <= 2; i++)
{

for(j=O; j<=2; j++)
{
pi[i]U] = pl[i]U];
po[i]U] = pb[i]UJ;
}

break;

if(deci =

'i' II deci =

{

lambda=wl/1.48;
coopro();
break;

'I')
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else;
}

/*initialization of angles subtending at each interest points* f
if(chr == 'n' II chr == 'N')
{

for(i = 0; i <= 2; i++)
{

alpha[i] = 0.0;
}

for(i = 0; i <= 2; i++)
{

kl =( (pi[i][O]-ps[O])*(po[i] [0]-ps[O]) )+( (pi[i] [1]
-ps[l ])*(po[i][ 1]-ps[l]) )+((pi[i] [2]
-ps[2])*(po[i][2]-ps[2]) );
k2 =((pi[i][O]-ps[O])*(pi[i][O]-ps[O]) )+
( (pi[i] [ 1] -ps[l] )*(pi[i] [ 1]-ps[ 1]) )+
((pi[i] [2] -ps[2] )* (pi[i] [2] -ps[2]) );
k3=((po[i][O]- ps[O]) * (po[i][O] - ps[O])) + ((po[i][l]
- ps[l]) * (po[i][l] - ps[l])) + ((po[i][2]
- ps[2]) * (po[i][2] - ps[2]));
alpha[i] = acos((kl) I (sqrt(k2 * k3)));
}

!* scanning macrofringe number from input file*/
for( i = 0; i <= 2; i++)
{
printf('"n determined macro interference order N[%d] =", i+ 1);
fscanf(infilel, "%1f', &N[i] );
getche();
}

f* major calculation done here */
parameter();
unitvector();
cramer();
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I* results tabulated in output files *1

=

if (deci = 's' II deci
'S')
output I();
if (deci = 'i' II deci == 'I')
output2();

for(EVER)
{
printf('\n want to evaluate another point (yin)");
fscanf(inf"Ilel,"%c", &w);
getche();
if( w ='y' II w = 'Y')
break;
if( w = 'n' II w = 'N')
{
fclose(fp ):
exit(2);
}
else;
}
}

}

I* datain function: takes given data input*I
datain()
{
printf(''\n please enter the following fixed data");
printf(''\n laser wave length in run * e-6 : ");
fscanf(inf"Ilel, "%lf', &wl);
getche();
for(i = 0; i <= 2; i++)
{

for(j =0; j <= 2; j++)
{

printf('\n point of illumination in mm : pi[%d, %d] =
'i+l, j+l);
fscanf(inf"Ilel,"%1f', &pl[i][j]);
getche();
}

"
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for(i=O; i <= 2; i++)
{

for(j =0; j <= 2; j++)
{

printf(''\n point of observation in rnrn : po[%d,%d] =
fscanf(infile1, "%lf', &pb[iJU]);
getche();
}

}

for(EVER)
{

printf(''\n are the angles alpha assumed to be(average)");
printf(''\n equal for all points of interest");
printf(''\n yes:y,Y no:n,N
");
fscanf(in:file1,"%c", &chr);
getche();
if( chr = 'y' II chr = 'Y')
{
for(i = 0; i <= 2; i++)
{
printf(''\n angle alpha in degree: alpha[%d] = ", i+ 1);
scanf("%lf', &AL);
alpha[i] = AL *PI/180.0;
/*to radian* I
getche();
}
break;
}
if(chr = 'n' II chr == 'N')
break;
else;
return;

!* calculation of the parameter function t[i]*/
parameter()
{

for(i = 0; i <= 2; i++)
{

", i+1, j+l);
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s 1=sqrt( ((pi[i] [0]-ps[O])*(pi[i] [0]-ps[O] ))+( (pi[i] [ 1]
-ps[1 ])* (pi[i] [ 1]-ps[ 1]) )+((pi[i] [2]
-ps[2])*(pi[i] [2]-ps[2])) );
s2=sqrt( ((po[i] [0]-ps[O] )*(po[i][O]-ps[O]) )+( (po[i] [1]
-ps[1 ])*(po[i] [1 ]-ps[ 1]) )+((po[i][2]
-ps[2] )* (po[i] [2]-ps[2])) );
t[i] = sl/s2;
}
return;

I* calculation of the unit vector *I
I********************************************* I
unitvector()
I*********************************************I
for(i=O; i<=2; i++)
{

for(j=O; j<=2; j++)
{
p1=0.0;
p2=0.0;
p3=0.0;
p4=0.0;
p1 =( (pi[i][j]-ps[j]+t[i]*(po[i] [j]-ps[j]) )12.0);
p2 =(0.5*(pi[i] [0]-ps[O]+t[i]*(po[i][O]-ps[O])) )*
(0 .5* (pi[i] [0] -ps[O]+t[i]* (po[i] [0] -ps[O])) );

p3 = (0.5*(pi[i][l]- ps[l] + t[i]* (po[i][l] - ps[l])))*
(0.5*(pi[i][l]- ps[l] + t[i]* (po[i][l] - ps[1])));

p4 = (0.5 *(pi[i][2] - ps[2] + t[i]* (po[i][2] - ps[2])))*
(0.5 *(pi[i][2] - ps[2] + t[i]* (po[i][2] - ps[2]) ));

no[i][j] = (pl )l(sqrt(p2+p3+p4 ));
}

}
rerum;

I* end of unitvector*I
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!***************************************************!
cramer()
!***************************************************/
{

for(i = 0; i <= 2: i++)
{

n[i] = lambda*0.5*(1.0/cos(alpha[i]*0.5))*N[i];/*in radian*/
}

det = no[O][O]*((no[l][l]*no[2][2])-(no[2][1]*no[1][2]))no[O] [1]*((no[ 1][O]*no[2] [2])-(no[2] [O]*no[ 1][2]) )+
no[O] [2]*((no[ 1][O]*no[2] [ 1])-(no[2] [O]*no[ 1][ 1]) );
delta1 = n[O]*((no[1][1]*no[2][2]) - (no[2][1]*no[1][2]))
- no[0][1]*((n[1]*no[2][2]) - (n[2]*no[1][2]))
+ no[0][2]*((n[1]*no[2][1]) - (n[2]*no[1][1]));
delta2 = no[O][O]*((n[1]*no[2][2]) - (n[2]*no[1][2]))
- n[O]*((no[1][0]*no[2][2]) - (no[2][0]*no[1][2]))
+ no[0][2]*((no[1][0]*n[2]) - ( no[2][0]*n[1]));
delta3 = no[O][O]*((no[1][1]*n[2]) - (no[2][1]*n[1]))
- no[0][1]*((no[1][0]*n[2]) - (no[2][0]*n[1]))
+ n[O]*((no[1][0]*no[2][1]) - ( no[2][0]*no[1][1]));
x = delta1/det;
y = delta2/det;
z = delta3/det;
mag= pow((x*x+y*y+z*z),0.5);
return;
/*end of cramer*/
/**********input of fixed data*******************/
!************************************************/
fi.xinp()
!************************************************/
{

fprintf(fp, '\ndatain: fixed data in mm: ");
fprintf(fp' '\n -----------------------------------------------------");
fprintf(fp,'\nwavelength to be used in laser : %6.3e", wl);
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for( i = 0; i <= 2: i++)
{
fprintf(fp,"\npoint of illwnination [%d]
: [%.llf, %.llf, %.llf]
i+l, pl[i][O], pl[i][l], pl[i][2]);

11
,

for( i = 0; i <= 2; i++)
{

fprintf(fp,''\npoint of observation [%d]
: [%.llf, %.llf, %.llf]",
i+l, pb[i][O], pb[i][l], pb[i][2]);
}

fprintf( fp. "\11------------------------------------------------------ II);
fprintf(fp,''\nresults: obtained from holographic analysis in mm: II);
fprintf(fp, ''\n------------------------------------------------------");
}

I* output! for object surface plane:out of plane* I
I************************************************ I
output!()
!************************************************/
{
fprintf(fp,''\n point on object surface
:[%.llf, %.llf, %.1lf]"
,ps[O],ps[l], ps[2]);
fprintf(fp,''\n angles alpha in degrees
:[%.3lf, %.3lf, %.3lf]ll
,alpha[O]* 180.0/PI, alpha[!]* 180.0/Pl, alpha[2]* 180.0/Pl);
fprintf(fp,''\n determined unit vector
:[%lf, %lf, %lf]ll
,no[O] [0] ,no[O] [ 1] ,no[O] [2] );
fprintf(fp,''\n determined unit vector
:[%lf, %lf, %lf]ll
,no[1] [O],no[1] [ 1],no[ 1][2] );
fprintf(fp,''\n determined unit vector
:[%lf, %lf, %lf]"
,no[2] [O],no[2] [ 1],no[2][2]);
fprintf(fp,''\n determined fringe order
:[%.1lf, %.1lf, %.1lf]"
,N[O], N[l], N[2]);
:[%.3e, %.3e, %.3e]", x, y, z);
fprintf(fp,''\n displacement components
:%.3e mm\nll ,mag);
fprintf( fp, ''\n magnitude
return;
}
I* output2 for object interior plane:in plane*I
I********************************************* I
output2()
I********************************************* I
{

fprintf(fp, ''\npoint on object interior
,ps[O],ps[1], ps[2]);

:[%.llf, %.1lf, %.1lf]"
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for( i = 0; i <= 2: i++)
(
fprintf(fp,"'nproj.point of illumination[%d]:[%.11f, %.1lf, %.1lf]"
' i+ 1' pi[i] [0], pi[i][ 1], pi[i][2] );

for( i = 0; i <= 2; i++)
(
fprintf(fp,''\nproj.point of observation[%d] :[%.11f, %.11f, %.1lf]"
, i+1, po[i][O], po[i][1], po[i][2];;
fprintf(fp,''\nangles alpha in degrees
:[%.3lf, %.3lf, %.3lfJ"
,alpha[O]* 180.0/Pl,alpha[1]* 180.0/PI,alpha[2]* 180.0/Pl);
fprintf(fp,''\nreduced wavelength
:%6.3e",lambda);
fprintf(fp,''\ndetermined unit vector
:[%1f, %lf, %1f]"
,no[O] [0] ,no[O] [ 1],no[0][2]);
fprintf(fp,''\ndetermined unit vector
:[%1f, %lf, %lf]"
,no[l] [O],no[l] [ 1],no[ 1][2]);
fprintf(fp,''\ndetermined unit vector
:[%1f, %1f, %1f]"
.no[2][0],no[2][1],no[2][2]);
fprintf(fp,''\ndetermined fringe order
:[%.1lf, %.1lf, %.1lf]" ,
N[O], N[l], N[2]);
:[%lfmm, %lfmm, %lfmm]"
fprintf(fp,''\ndisp. from macrofringe
,n[O] ,n[ 1] ,n[2] );
:[%.3e, %.3e, o/c.3e]", x, y, z);
fprintf( fp, ''\ndisplacement components
: %.3e mm\n", mag);
fprintf( fp, ''\nmagnitude
return;

/*projection of illumination and observation points*I
!***************************************************!
coopro()
!***************************************************!
(
for( i = 0; i <= 2; i++)
{
printf(''\n enter the distance between point in the interior and object");
printf(''\n suface with respect to point of illumination pi[%d]", i+ 1);
scanf("%lf' ,&b);
getche();
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. nx
/* assummg

and ny fixed to solve the nonlinear equation* f

1[0] = ps[O] - p1[i][O];
1[2] = ps[2] - p1[i][2]:
printf("1ook=%1t\n, %1t\n" ,1[0] ,1[2]);
yo = p1[i][1];
printf("see.%1t\n" ,yo);
bisect():

!* points on the object surface*/
p[O] = p1[i][O] + ( b - yo ) I 1[1] * 1[0];
p[l] = b;
p[2] = pl[i][2] + ( b - yo ) I 1[1] * 1[2];
printf("another:%lf\n,%lt\n,%lt\n",p[O],p[1],p[2]);
U = sqn(( p[O] - ps[O] ) * ( p[O] - ps[O] )+
( p[1] - ps[1] ) * ( p[1] - ps[l] )+
( p[2] - ps[2] -) * ( p[2] - ps[2] ));
Q = sqn((pl[i][O]-p[O])*(p1[i] [0]-p[O])+
(yo-p[1])*(yo-p[1])+
(pl[i] [2]-p[2])*(pl[i] [2]-p[2]) );
/*projected point of illumination*I
pi[i][O] = (p[O]-ps[O])/U*(U+Q)+ps[O];
pi[i][1] = (p[1]-ps[1])/U*(U+Q)+ps[1];
pi[i][2] = (p[2]-ps[2])/U*(U+Q)+ps[2];
printf(''\n enter the distance between point in the interior and object");
printf(''\n suface with respect to point of observationn po[%d]", i+ 1);
scanf("%lf', &b);
getche();
l[O]=ps [0] -pb[i] [0];
1[2]=ps[2]-pb[i] [2];
yo=pb[i][1];
bisect();
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p[O]=pb[i][O]+(b-yo )/1[1 ]*1[0];
p[l]=b;
p[2]=pb[i][2]+(b-yo )/1[1 ]*1[2];
U=sqn((p[O]-ps[O])*(p[O]-ps[O])+
(p[ 1]-ps[ 1])*(p[1 ]-ps[ 1])+
(p[2]-ps[2])*(p[2]-ps[2]) );
Q=sqn( (pb[i] [0]-p[O])*(pb[i][O]-p[O] )+
(yo-p[ 1] )*(yo-p[1] )+
(pb[i] [2]-p[2])*(pb[i] [2]-p[2]) );
/*projected point of observation*I
po[i][O] = (p[O]-ps[O])/U*(U+Q)+ps[O];
po[i][1] = (p[1]-ps[1])/U*(U+Q)+ps[1];
po[i][2] = (p[2]-ps[2])/U*(U+Q)+ps[2];
}

return;

!***************************************************!
double function£( double x ) {
/***************************************************/
return -c1 *x-c2+x/sqn(c3*x*x+c4);
};

!***************************************************!
bisect() {
!***************************************************!
/* using bisection method *I
/* Parameters *I
ES=0.001;
EA=l.1*ES;
iter= 0;
c 1=( 1.0/fabs(b) );
c2=( (yo-b )/fabs(b) );
c3=(1.48* 1.48);
c4=((1[0]*1[0])+(1[2]*1[2]))*((1.48* 1.48)-1 );
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!* Initial interval *I
do {
printf(''\n guess the upper bound xu for root estimate:");
scanf("%lf' ,&xu):
getche();
printf(''\n guess the lower bound xl for root estimate:");
scanf("%lf' ,&xl);
getche();
fxu = function£( xu );
fxl = function£( xl );
} while ( fxu*fxl>O. );
do {
1[1] = (xl+xu)*0.5;
if((xl+xu)!=O.O) EA=((xu-xl)/fabs(xu+xl))*100.0;

fxr = function£( 1[1] );

TEST=fxl*fxr;
if(TEST<0.0) {
xu=l[1];
fxu = fxr;
};

if(TEST>O.O) {
xl=l[1];
fxl = fxr;
};

if(TEST==O.O)EA=O.O;
iter++;
} while( EA> ES && iter<MAXIT );
printf(''\n Actual Error : EA=%lf' ,EA);
printf(''\n Approximate Root: 1[1]=%lf',l[1]);
printf(''\n Iteration number:
=%d" ,iter);
return;

